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PREFACE 

THE problem presented ~ the following pages is 
no new one. The world has faced a similar situa
tion on at least two former occasions. Mlhat is 
new, however, is the effort now being made in 
L<!ndon to effect a' solution - an effort which, 
inevitably doomed to' failure, so' it" is submitted, 
can only tend to aggravate the existing friction 
between labour and capital, and so retard that 
industrial progress upon which . Great BrJtain's 
ability to withstand the increasing pressure of 
international competition mainly depends. 

Those who may not be closely ,interested in, the 
affairs of our vast Eastern Dependency are recom
mended to pass over Parts II. and IlL, and form 
their conclusions from the arguments and facts set 
forth in Parts I. and IV. All Anglo-Indians are 
earnestly invit~d to weigh the charges against the 
Finance Committee of the India Office, and to give 
their verdict openly and fearlessly. 

If this book .. smells of the lamp" (and keen 
critics will have no difficulty in detecting defects 
and repetitions), my apology is that only by a .. , 
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liberal expenditure of midnight oil has it been 
possible to produce it at all. Even then it could 
not have been finished till a much later date except 
for the constant help of my wife. 

My thanks are also due to friends in India and 
in England who have supplied me with material 
and advice, and in particular to the editors of the 
Nineteenth Century and After and the Times 0/ 
India for kindly permitting me to reproduce in 
Chapters 11., X., and the Appendices portions of 
articles which were originally contributed to their 
columns. 

M. DE P. WEBB. 
KARACHI, April 25, 1912. 
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"Money is perhaps the mightiest engine to 
which' man can lend an intelligent guidance. 
Unheard, unfelt, unseen, it has the power to so 
distribute the burdens, gratifications, and oppor
tunities of life, that each individual shaII enjoy 
that share of them .t~ which his merits or good 
fortune may fairly -entitle him; or, contrariwise, 
to disperse them with so partial a hand as to 
violate every principle of justice, and perpetuate a 
succession of social slaveries to the end of 
time." 

ALEXANDER DEL MAR. 



PART I 

THE CRISIS IN GREAT BRITAIN 



.. . . . Against ~he fairy story of last year's trade 
prosperity they had the fact that the wages of the 
working classes were no better, and the purchasing 
power of their wages was less. What was the use 
of all their beneficent legislation unless it was going 
to show its results in the improved conditions of the 
working people? "-Mr. PHILIP SNOWDEN, M.P., at 
Croydon, January, 1912. 
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APPENDIX A 

INDIAN CURRENCY COMMITTEE'S ORE PORT, 1899. 

The following extracts from the Indian Currency 
Committee's Report of 1899 (the" Fowler Com
mittee ") give a summary of the history of India's 
monetary arrangements up to 1898. 

* * * * * 4. At the beginning of. the present century no 
uniform measure <of value existed in British India. 
Some parts of India (e.g., Madras) maintained a 
gold standard and currency; elsewhere, as in 
Bengal, a silver standard obtained, with gold coins 
in current circulation; throughout India the coins, 
whether of gold or silver, differed in denomination 
and differed in intrinsic value evenOwithin the same 
district. Out of this confusion arose the demand 
for a uniform coinage, a demand to which the Court 
of Directors of the East India Company gave their 
approba,tion in the important dispatah on Indiaq 
currency addressed by them to the' Go'Vernments 

40f Bengal and Madras on April 25, 1806. It is, 
important to observe that the Directors, while " fully 0, 
satisfied of the propriety of the silver rupee being 
the principal measure of value and the money of 
account," by no means desired to drive gold out 
of circulation. "It is not by any means our wish," 
they said, "to introduce a sillver currency to the 
exclusion of the gold, where the latter is the general 
measure of value," any more than to force a gold 
coin where silver is the ~eneral measure of value." 
Nevertheless, the firstfrults of the policy of 1806 ... 
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were seen in the substitution, in 181 8, of the silver 
rupee for the gold pagoda as the standard coin of 
the Madras Presidency, where gold coins .had 
hitherto been the principal currency and money of 
account. In 1835, when the present silyer rupee 
was formally established as the standard coin of 
the whole of British India, it was enacted that 
" no gold coin shall henceforward be a legal tender 
of payment in any of the territories of the East 
India Company." 

5. But, though gold had ceased to be a legal 
tender in India as between private individuals, the 
coining of gold mohurs (or .. Is-rupee pieces ") 
was authorised by the Act of 1835, and a Proclama
tion of January 13, 1841, authorised officers in 
charge of public treasuries .. freely to receive these 
coins at t:qe rates until further orders respectively 
denoted by the denomination of the pieces." As 
the gold mohur and the silver rupee were of identical 
weight and fineness, thiS' Proclamation represented 
a ratio of I 5 to I between gold and silver. In 
1852 it was held by the' Directors of the East 
India Company, on representations from the Gov
ernment of India, that the effect of the Proclamation 
." has been, and is likely to be still more, embar
rassing" to the Government of India. "The ex
tensive discoveries of gold in Australia having had 
the effect of diminishing its value relatively to silver, 
holders of gold coin have naturally availed them
selves of the opportunity of obtaininl$. at the Gov
ernment treasuries a larger price in stiver than they 
could obtain in the rnarket." Consequently, on 
December 25, 1852, there was issued a notification 
withdrawing the above provision of 1841, and de
claring that, on and after January I, 1853, "no 
gold coin will be received on account of payments 
due, or in any way to be made to the Government 
in any public treasury within the territories of the 
East India Company." 

6. In 1864 the Bombay Association (represent
ing the native mercantile community of Bombay) 
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and the ·CbaQ1bers of Commerce of Bengal, Bombay, 
and Madras having memorialised the Government of 
India for a gold currency, the Government pro
posed .. that sovereigns and half-sovereigns, accord
ing to the British and Australian standard, coined at 
any properly authorised Royal Mint in England, 
Australia, or India, should be made legal tender 
throughout the British Dominions in India at the 
rate of one sovereign for Rs.IO; and that the 
Government currency notes should be exchangeable 
either for rupees or for sovereigns at the rate of 
a sovereign for Rs.IO, but they should not be 
exchangeable for bullion." The Imperial Govern
ment, while unwilling to make the sovereign a legal 
tender, saw .. no objection to reverting to a state 
of matters which prevai}.ed in India for many years, 
namely, that ~old coin'should be received into the 
public treasUries,' at 'a rate to be fixed by Govern
ment, and publicly announCJ!d by Proclamation." It 
oras considered that this experimental measure .. will, 
as far as it goes, facilitate the use of the sovereign 
and half -sovereign in all .parts of India; it will 
pave the way for the use of a gold coinage in 
whatever shape it may ultimately be found advis
able to introduce it;' and at the same time, it 
establishes a preference in favour of the sovereign." 
Accordingly, on November 23, 1864, a Notification 
was issued that sovereigns and half-sovereigns 
should, until further notice, be received as equiva
lent to RS.lo and RS.5 respectively, in payment 
of sums due to Government. In the following· 
March the Directors of the Bank of Bengal urged 
that, .. in view of the continued influx of sovereigns," 
the time had come when British gold might, .. with 
safety and advantage, be declared legal tender at 
the respective rates of ten and five rupees," and 
the Government of India again pressed their original 
proposal on the Imperial Government. The Secre
tary of State replied on May 1 7, 1865, that the 
time did not appear to have arrived for taking 
any further step, nor did he see that any practical 
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advantage would attend the proposal to admit British 
gold to legal tender in India. On Octo.ber 28, 1868, 
the Government of India raised the rate for the 
receipt oj sovereigns and half-sovereigns at the_ 
publIc treasuries from Rs.lo and Rs.S to Rs.lo! 
and Rs.Sk respectively. 

7. In 1876, after the rupee had temporarily fallen 
in exchange to 18ld., the Bengal Chamber of Com
merce and the Calcutta Trades Association urged 
the temporary suspension of the compulsory coinage' 
of silver by the Indian mints. The Government of 
India decided that< '/ up to the present there is no 
sufficient ground for interfering with the standard 
of value."· . 

8. In 1878, however, the' Government of India 
expressed a different - opinion, being .. led to the 
general conclusion that it will be practicable, without 
'present injury to the community as a - whole, or 
risk of future difficulties, to adop' a' gold standard 
while retaining the present silver currenc), of India, 
and that we may thereby iD·the future fUlly protect 
ourselves from the very- {eal :and seriouS dangers 
impending over us so long as the present system is 
maintained." Aiming at the eventual adoption of 
the British standard, arid the extension to India of 
the use of British gold coins, the Government pro
posed to proceed at the outset as follows: .. We 
first take power to receive British or British-Indian 
gold coin m payment for any demands of the Govern
ment, at rates to be fixed from time to time by Ihe 
Government, till the exchange" (about IS. 7d. in 
1878) .. has settled itself sufficiently to enable us to 
fix the rupee value in relation to the pound sterling 
permanently at 2S. Simultaneously with this the 
seigniorage on the coinage of silver would be raised 
to such a rate as would virtually make the cost 
of a rupee-to persons importing bullion-equal in 
amount to the value given to the rupee in com
parison with the gold coins above spoken of. We 
should thus obtain a self -acting system under which 
silver would be admitted for coinage at the fixed 
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gold rate as the wants of the country required;. 
while a' certain limited scope would be given for 
the introduction and use of gold coin, so far as it 
was found convenient or profitable." The above 
proposals of 1878 were referred to a Departmental 
Committee, who, on April 30, 1879, briefly reported 
that they were .. unanimously of opinion that they 
cannot recommend them for the sanction of her 
Majesty's Government." A discussion of some of 

. the reasons which apl;'ear to have influenced the 
Committee of 1879 m urging. the rejection of 
the proposals referred to them.. will be found in 
the evidence given before us by Sir Robert Giffen, 
who was a member of that Committee (see Questions 
10,'025-48). ',: , . • 

9. Between 1878 and 189z:thecontinued fall in' 
the gold price of silver" caused ,repeated embarrass~ 
ment to the Government of Jrldia i but the IXlllin 
object of 61JCla: ,attemptS as were . made by that 
Government to .~eal·· wi~ the subject during the 
period in' question' Wall ~ot to effect a change of 
standard in India, bbt to facilitate an international 
agreement which might "CauSe a rise in the gold 
price of silver, and thus diminish the inconvenience 
resulting from the retention of a silver standard in 
India. • 

10. In 1881 Indiap delegates were sent to the 
Monetary Conference a~ Paris, with instructions that 
.. while the Secretary of State in Council is un
willing to encourage an expectation of any material 
change at present in the monetary policy of India, 
he would be ready to consider any measures catcu~ 
lated to ~romote the re-establishment· of the value 
of silver.' In 1886, shortly before the appoint
ment of the Royal Commission on Gold and .Silver, 
the Government of India expressed the opinion that 
.. the interests of British India imperatively d.emand 
that a determined effort should be made to settle 
the silver question by international agreement";. 
and in 1892 Indian representatives were sent to the 
International Monetary Conferel1ce at Brussels, which 
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was convened for the consideration of measures for 
the increased use of silver as currency. 

1 I. In 1 892, inasmuch as it was foreseen that 
the International Conference might fail to secure 
the objects for which it was to be called together, the 
idea of changing the standard of value in India 
from silver to gold had been once more brought 
into prominence by the action of the representatives 
of the mercantile community of Calcutta. On 
February 18, 1892, when the International Con
ference was in prospect, the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce represen~d that it was .. impossible for 
men of business to '(eel any confidence in the future 
value of the rupee,' and they believe that such a 
state of things restricts the investment· of capital 
in this country and seriously hampers legitimate 
enterprise." If success could not be secured by 
international agreement, 'the ~)lamber saw nothing 
.. but the prospect af Imdlesstluctuations in the 
relative values of silYei and gold, attended with a 
fall in the value of silver of indefinite amount; and 
the Committee [of the Chamber of Commerce] think 
that in such case the Government of India should 
take steps to have the question of the advisability 
of introducing a gold standard into India carefully 
and seriously considered by competent authorities." 
In their dispatch of March 23, 1892, the Govern
ment of India, while urging the Secretary of State 

.' to lend his .. suppor~ to any proposals ~hat might 
be 'made by the United States of Amenca, or by 
any other country, for the settlement of the silver 
question by international agreement," called atten
tion to the probability that, failing an international 
agreement, the United States would be forced to 
stop the purchase and coinage of silver, and they 
requested the Imperial Government, in view of this 
contingency, to take forthwith into consideration 
whether any, and, if so, what, measures co1,1id be 
adopted for the protection bf Indian interests. On 
June 21, 1892, the Government of .India proceeded 
to record their .. deliberate opinion that, if it 
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becomes evident that the direct agreement between 
India and the United States is found to be unattain
able, the Government of India should at once close 
its mints to the free coinage of silver and make 
arrangements for the introduction 9f a gold 
standard." In' a telegram of January 22, 1893, 
the Government of India further explained their 
proposals as follows: .. Our proposal is that we 
shall take power to issue a notification declaring 
that English gold coins shall be legal tender in 
India at a rate of not less than I 31 rupees for one 
sovereign ri.e., 18d. per rupe~. An interval of 
time, of wruch the length' cannot be determined 
beforehand. ,should, we think, elapse between the 
mints being closed and any attempt being made 
to coin gold in India. The power to admit 
sovereigns as legal tender might be of use as a 
measure ad interim, lim it':need not be put into force 
except in case of necessity ..... " 

12. The proposals of the Government of India 
were referreCl on October 21,:1892, by the ;Earb 
of Kimberley, the SecretUy of State for India, to 
a Committee, consisting of the' late Lord Herschell .. 
Lords Farrer and Welby, Mr. Leonard Courtney, 
Sir Arthur . Godley, Lieut.-General Sir Richard: 
Strachey, and the late Mr. Bertram Currie; and 
on May 31, 1893 (the Brussels Conference 
having meanwhile adjourned without arnvmg 
at any agreement), the Committee reported J!5 
follows :-

"While conscious of the gravity of the sugges
tion, we cannot, in view of the serious evils with 
which the GO'Vernment of India may at any time 
be confronted if matters are left as' they are, advise 
your lordship to overrule the proposals for the 
closing of the mints and the adoption of a gold· 
standard which that Government, with their responsi
bility and deep interest in the success of the 
measures suggested have submitted to you . 

.. But we consider that the following modifica
tions of these proposals are, advisable: The closing 

14 
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of the mints against the free coinage of silver should 
be accompanied by an announcement that, 'though 
closed to the public, they will be used by Govern
ment for the coinage of rupees in exchange fon 
gold at a ratio to be then fixed, say, IS. 4d. per 
rupee; and that at the Government treasuries gold 
will be received in satisfaction of p.ublic dues at 
the same ratio ... · 

* * * * * 
13. The Committee's recommendations. having 

been approved by the Imperial and Indian Govern
ments, there was passed, on June 26, 1893, the 
Act, No. VIII. of 1893, .. to amend the Indian 
Coinage Act, 1870, and the Indian Paper Currency 
Act, 1882." This Act provided for the closing 
of the Indian mints to the ." free coinage" of both 
gold and silver-Government retaining the power 
to coin silver rupees on its. own account. By 
Notifications (Nos: 2662-4) of June 26, 1893, 
arr,,~ements were made (I) for the receipt of 
gold at the Indian mints in exchange for rupees 
at a rate of 16d. per rupee; (2) for the receipt 
of sovereigns and half-sovereigns in payment of 
sums due to the Government at the rate of Rs.IS 

··for a sovereign; and (3) for the issue of currency 
notes to the Comptroller-General in exchange either 
for British gold at the above rates or for gold bullion 
at a corresponding rate. 

14. In 1897 the Secretary of State for India 
.. referred to the Government of India the question 
whether, if the mints of France and the Uniteii States 
of America were opened to the free coinage of silver 
as well as gold at a ratio of 15t to I, the Govern
ment of India would undertake to reopen concur
rently the Indian mints to the free coinage of silver 
and to repeal the above Notifications of 1893. In 
reply, the Government of India expressed their 
" unanimous and decided opinion .. that it would be 
.. most unwise to reopen the mints as pan of the 
proposed arrangements, especially at a time when 
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-we are to all appe.irance' appro,a.ching the attain
ment of stability in exchange by the operation of 
our' own isolated and independent action." This 
conclusion was endorsed by the Secretary of State 
fQr India in Council and by the Imperial 
Government. 

rs. In January, 1898, .. in order to afford a 
means of relief to the severe stringency .. then 'pre
vailing. in the Indian money markets, an Act was 
passed (No. II. of 1898) empowering the Govern
ment of • India to direct, by Order notified in the 
Oazette 0/ India, the issue of Currency Notes in 
India on the security of gold received in England 
hy the Secretary of State at the rate and subject to 
tlie C!)nditions to be fixed by such Order. Under 

. this Act, which was to remain in force for six. 
"months, a notification waS published by the Govern
ment of India on January' 21, 1898, announcing: 
that notes· would be Issued, in .exchange for' gold 
held by the Setretary of State for India, at the 
rate of one Government rupee fm:, T 53344 ~s 
of fine gold, with the addition' oJ such further 
quantity of fine gold as the Secretary of State should 
from time to time determine to be .. sufficient to 
cover all costs and charges incidental to the trans
mission of gold to India." Under this notification' 
the Secretary of State in Council gave notice of 
his readiness .. to' selI, until further notice. 
telegraphic transfers on Calcutta, Madras, and 
Bombay, at a rate not exceeding IS. 4,.0..4. for the 
rupee." This Act was extended for a further period' 
of two years by the amending Act, No. VIII., ,of 
1898. No gold has been. tendered under the 
provisions of these Acts.' 

16. It will thus be observed that at the present 
time gold is not a legal tender in India, though 
the Government will receive it in the payment of 
public dues; that the rupee remains by law the; 
only coin in which other than small payments can 
be made; that there is no legal relation between 
rupees and gold; but tbat the Indian Government 
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has declared (until further notice), a rate at which 
rupees can be purchased for gold coin or bullion
such rate serving to determine the maximum limit 
to which the sterling exchange can rise under present 
arrangements. 

* * * * * 
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FIFTEEN YEARS OF CURRENCY MANAGEMENT 
(1&)3-19"8) 

The following articles were contributed to the 
Times of India, and are repro4uced by kind 
permission of the Editor:-

For over fifteen years the Secretary of State for 
India has been working at the Indian currency with 
the object of establishing a gold monetary standard 
for India, . with, if possible, a gold currency. 
Although the relative values '0f the rupee and the 
sovereign have been artificiaJIy fixed at a compan
tively stationary point (thUS proving that local 
legislation can achIeve what many people imagined 
intemationallegislation to be unable to accomplish), 
this result has been brought about with such frequent 
aberrations from business methods, and such a 
singular disr6gard of the principles upon which 
sound monetary developments should be based, as . 
to give rise to the suspicion that the monetary re
quirements of this country are not receiving the 
consideration that their importance demands, and 
that the manipulation of the Indian curreni:y is, 
in certain respects, being conducted mainly for the 
benefit of a section of the London" money market 
rather than in the interests of the peoples and trading 
communities-Indian as well as European-of this, 
the chief dependency of the Empire. Such 
suspicions are most damaging to the credit of 
Government. They tend, moreover, to undermine 
that confidence in the Indian currency system which 

un 
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is one of its main supports. In the circumstances, 
a brief review of the whole situation is certainly 
called for. Perhaps by carefully considering the 
principles upon which every monetary system ou~ht 
to be based, and by recalling the extent to which 
the Government of India have departed from those 
principles, it mar be possible to put an end to the 
present period 0 eccentricity and uncertainty in the 
management of .the Indian currency. 

1. 
Let us commence, then, with first principles. 

Good money should serve four main ends. Ir 
should be an effective purchasing instrument. . It 
should be an accurate measuring instrument (I.e., 
it should be able to measure and determine values). 
It should serve as a reliable store of value. And 
it should act as a certain stimulus to industry. With 
the exception of the 'last function (which was first 
specifically emphasised in my .. Great Power" nearly 
thirteen years ago), the other attributes of good 
money have been universally recognised from the 
time of Aristotle onwards. Gold and silver have 
ever been the most popular forms of money because, 
with little or no assistance from kings or govern
ments, they have been in universal demand. The 
possessor of gold or silver could always obtain what 
he wanted in exchange for it. From time imme
morial the precious metals have served as stores of 
wealth and as convenient means in which to express 
the relative values of other commodities. By the 
operation of cutting gold or silver into small pieces 
of convenient size and stamping thereon (under the 
king's seal or effigy) the weight of each square 
or disc the pqblic were saved the trouble of testing 
the quality and weight of the gold or silver for 
which they exchanged their other goods. Thus 
came into existence the various currencies of the 
world. With the growth of the machinery of 
government appeared legislation defining the various 
currencies and enforcing their acceptance. ~urrency 
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manufacture 'was for many centuries a royal t>re
rogative. And, it must be added, the vanous 
.. royalties" of the Middle Ages did not hesitate 
to perpetrate every iorm of monetary dishonesty 
upon their ignorant and helpless citizens. Tin~ 
copper, lead, and even leather was impressed as 
money. The money was valued at the ruler's will, 
and with little reference to values in neighbouring 
States. Coins were degraded and debased, issued 
secretly, or withdrawn, as the rulers pleased. The 
rating of the various forms of money one to another 
was constantly changed. The utmost confusion 
reigned and the greatest discontent prevailed every
where. By degrees the universal dishonesty of the 
people's rulers resulted in the development we now 
have in use with lis-viz., an open or free State 
mint at which either gold or silver could be tested~ 
weighed, and converted into money at the request 
of the public. Imperfect .as this system is, it is the 
best means which practical statesmen have yet 
devised to ensure a liberal supply of good money 
and at the same time .protect the public against 
the machinations of dishonest rulers and corrupt 
governments. 

It is desirable that the great defect of the open 
mint system should be clearly understood. One of 
the main functions of money is, as we have seen 
above, to measure values. Now, the ineasuring 
function of money largely depends, not upon the 
nature, quality, weight, value, or official stamp> on 
any partlcular coin (be that coin a standard, legal
tender coin, or any other) but upon the number of ' 
coins that may be in circulation at any given time. 
If, to assume an extreme case, the 'amount of rupees 
in every person's possession in ~dia could be 
suddenly doubled in one night, it is certain that 
the value of those rupees, would not be the same 
on the following morning. The sudden addition 
to the currency would have the effect of lowering 
its purchasing rower: in' other words, it would 
raise the genera level of prices, The value of the 
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rupee would be less than before, and its measuring 
function correspondingly distorted, the shrinkage in 
the public measure of value would involve grave 
hardship and injustice upon every person in receipt 
of a fixed wage, because this wage would not pur
chase muCh more than one-half of what it did 
before. Relations between debtors and creditors 
would have been arbitrarily changed, to the serious 
loss of the latter. Every outstanding public and 
private transaction would assume a new relation, and 
not an individual of the 300 millions of this 
continent would escape the. consequences of the 
change, though possibly not one in a million'could 
exactly explain its cause. By establishing an 'open 
mint free to the public for the manufacture of gold 
or silver money the State is exposing the public 
measure of value to the hazards of the miningl 
industry, of the world's demands for gold and silver 
for a,rtistic and political purposes, and of the 
currency legislation of foreign countries working 
solely for the benefit of their own populations. 
These hazards may involve a vast addition or a \'ast 
diminution in the available current supplies of ~old 
or of silver and a corresponding expansIOn or dimmu
tion of the State's public measure of value. No 
civilised Government would tolerate such fossibili
ties with regard to itslublic standards 0 weight, 
length, or capacity, an . it is very strange that so 
little attention is given to the maintenance of 
stability with regard to our standard measure of 
value. 

The only alternative to the open mint system 
of money manufacture is that of Government control. 
As the measuring function of money depends in the 
last instance upon the number of coins in circula
tion, Government could abolish its .. free" mints 
and only manufacture such money as might be 
required from time to time .. for the public service .. 
(vide Clause 9 of the Coinage Act of 1870, 33 Viet., 
dap. 10). In this way the number of coins in 
circulation might be so regulated as to maintain the 
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measurin$ function. ~f money as nearly stable as 
possible. The experiences of the past, however, 
combined with the very great difficulty of carrying 
out such a delicate duty to the satisfaction of the 
public,.- has mad. the British all the world over 
extremely averse to any form of State management 
in connection with the volume of the currency. 
Rather than risk a repetition of the very grave evils 
of maladministration, English people prefer to face 
the open free-mint system, notwithstanding its 
serious defect, merely defining by legislative enact
ment the material, quality, and weight of their chief 
coin~, and leaving the volume of their manufacture 
to the discretion of the general public, who are able 
to have·- their precious metal assayed, coined, and 
returned to them free of charge. 

The question as to which precious metal is the 
more suitable for currency purposes has been a: 
source of much trouble in tlie past. Both metals 
have been used simultaneously almost from the dawn 
of history. The constant changing of the legal 
ratio of silver money to gold money by the monarchs 
of the Middle Ages (generally with the object of 
attracting the more precious metal) caused con
tinuous ebbs and flows, now of this metalJ now of 
that, at one time into Kingdom A, at a later into 
Kingdom B, and so on. Not until the appearance 
of Lord Liverpool's celebrated .. Treatise on the 
Coins of the Realm" was a method of overcoming 
this difficulty decided upon. Lord Liverpool's 
suggestion was that England in future should use 
only gold money as legal tender to an unlimited 
amount, and that silver coins should 'thenceforth 
serve simply as tokens representing fractions of 
the gold coins. By giving these tokens a monetary 
value somewhat above their current value as silver all 
risk of their being melted down and exl?0rted would 
be avoided. This novel idea was put mto practice 
in 1816, and is the basis of Great Britain's currency 
system at the present day _ Its success attracted 
universal attention. Portugal followed suit in 1854, 
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Germany in 1871-3. About the same time Holland, 
Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and the United 
States of America also discarded silver and estab
lished their currency systems on a gold basis. 
Although France, Italy, Switzerland, and Greece 
were not at the moment prepared to admit the 
soundness of the anti-silver currency legislation, they 
deemed it expedient in self -defence to do as their 
neighbours had done, and they accordingly closed 
their mints to the white metal in 1878. 

The result of this extensive demonetisation of 
silver was an extraordinary divergence in the relative 
values of the two metals. .To the peoples of the 
West silver appeared to be losing value every year. 
To those living in the East and other silver-using 
portions of the earth !:,old, on the contrary, seemed 
to be steadily rising m value. This latter was in 
truth the case. It was gold which, owing to the 
greatly increased demands for it for monetary and 
other purposes, steadily appreciated, not only in 
relation to silver but to all other commodities. The 
great financial interests of London, however, reso
lutely shut their eyes to the true bearings of the 
situation, and, ignoring the fact th~t the British 
Empire was more interested in the welfare of silver 
than any other nation (having larger dealings with 
silver-using peoples than any other country, and 
being itself one of the largest producers and con
sumers of the white metal in the world), flatly de
clined to countenance any international arrangement 
whereby silver might be re-installed as a full-tender 
monetary instrument. The result of this lamentably 
short-sighted policy was to force the Government 
of India, against its own convictions, to 'enter upon 
a currency policy everywhere opposed by dis
interested witnesses, condemned by economists, and 
three times r~jected by previous British Govern
ments. This policy was simply to artificially 
enhance the value of the rupee by restricting its 
manufacture. In this way it was hoped inteT alia 
that the sixteen millions of sovereigns which the 
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Government of India had to purcbase annually in 
order to meet their. home liabilities might be pro
cured at a less cost in rupees than was then possible. 
Of course by. creating a partial rupee famine it was 
practically certain that the value of the coin could 
be increased, At the same time, the increase would 
involve, not only (I) an artificial augmentation in 
the power of the public instrument of purchase, but 
also (2) an artificial distortion in the measuring 
function of the public measure of value, (3) a 
similar distortion of the public store or reserve of 
value: in short, a wholesale violation of the funda
mental principles upon which all modem monetary 
systems are based. Little wonder that the closing 
of the Indian mints to the free coinage of silver 
raised such a storm of protest. However, the new 
policy having been decided upon, the voice of 
criticism was temporarily hushed. It was well 
known that this last blow. to rational currency reform 
was in reality delivered, not by the officials 
responsible for the Government of India but by the 
financial magnates (i.e., gold moneylenders) of the 
City of London. It was felt to be hopeless to protest 
further against a line of policy which had com
manded such powerful support, and the new develop
ment in the history of the rupee was watched with 
considerable anxiety. Let us recall how Govern
ment bas dealt with this currency monster with 
which it found itself handicapped . 

• • • • • 
II. 

The policy initiated by the closing of the Indian 
mints to the free coinage of silver was based simply 
on the law of supply and demand. If sUPRlies be 
greater than demand, prices fail; if ~mand be 
greater than can be satisfied by current supplies, 
then prices rise.. The annual returns of the over
sea trade of the continent of India showed quite 
clearly that there was every probability of exports 
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exceeding imports, and' consequently every likeli
hood of a steady demand for rupees to pay for those 
excess exports. As the Secretary of State was the 
only official source from which rupees could be pro
cured, obviously it was only a matter of time for 
him to be able to command his own price for his 
rupees. We write .. official source" because from 
time immemorial the people of India have been in 
the habit of importing the precious metals. By, 
continuing to import silver and gold it was still 
possible to procure rupees from the reserves of the 
public. One of the objects of the new currency' 
policy being to introduce a gold standard with, if 
possible, a gold currency, there seemed no reason 
to interfere with the inflow of gold into India,' 
although to a small extent it might check the Secre
tary of State's policy of so restricting the supply 
of rupees as to enable him to raise their value. The 
case of silver, however, was quite different. The 
peoples of India were extensive users of silver for 
ornamental purposes, and they were accustomed to 

·procure their silver largely by melting down rupees. 
If ·the inflow of silver were checked, the people 
would continue to melt down rupees as before to 
satisfy their wants, and that scarcity of rupees
that state of the market where the demand was 
greater than the supply-that condition, in short, 
upon which the Secretary of State depended for the 
success of the new currency policy, would be 
brought about with the utmost possible expedition. 
Obviously, from the point of view of Government 
Q1anipulating the market for rupees by restricting 
their supply, some check ought to have been placed 
on the inflow of silver-the metal which (m the 
eyes of the Secretary of State and his advisers) was 
the root cause of all the currency trouble. 

But there was another and more cogent reason 
why the (practically) free inflow of the white metal 
should be checked. We have said that the new 
Indian currency policy violated the fundamental 
principles upon which all good monetary systems 
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are based, in that it delibe~ately engineered a dis
tortion of the public measure of value and of th~ 
public store or reserve of value. It might be 
thought that those responsible for the management 
of the new currency system would endeavour as 
far as possible to mitigate the admitted evils of 
that system. It was well known that the peoples 
of India were in the habit of hoarding silver, and 
that as long as anyone could remember every: 
tola of silver so hoarded was the equivalent of 
one rupee. To artificially raise the value of the 
rupee without at the same time similarly raising: 
the value of the stores of silver within the country 
would be simply to deprive the masses of the people 
of a portion of their reserves-it would be, in short, 
a return to the practices and the morals of the 
Middle Ages. Moreover, to permit the ignoran~ 
millions to replace such coined rupees as they held 
in store by reserves of a metal that Government 
were themselves demonetising (i.e., depriving of a 
portion of its storing or reserve value) would bill. 
simply to a·ggravate the evil. Obviously, moral 
principle (to make no mention of political expe
diency), as well as ordinary business precaution, 
demanded that the inflow of silver, after the closing 
of the mints, shpuld receive special treatment. 
Amazing as it may seem, nothing was done. 
Government not only allowed tons of silver to flow 
in unchecked, but they themselves actually pro-, 
ceeded to coin a lot of this silver, thus swelling 
the supplies of the rupees upon the restriction of 
which the success of the new currency poljc,," 
depended I 

To inaugurate the new currency system in such 
an extraordinary manner could hardly be described 
as happy management. Strangely enough, this 
curious sacrifice of business methods and monetary 
'principles has exhibited itself again and again. The 
ordinary man of affairs would imagine that· if 
Governmenb' wanted to raise the' gold value of the 
rupee to l s. 4d., the Drst thing to do would be' 
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. to say 'So, to issue an official notification stating t1 
fact, intimating that the Secretary of State's pri 
for rupees was IS. 4d. each, and that no rupe 
would .be sold at less than this price. Not a 1 
of it 1 After many months of uncertainty, Gover 
ment cut its own throat by solemnly announciL

Q 

that it was not holding for any minimum, but 
that it would consider all offers for rupees .. on 
their merits" I Of course, this amazing announce
ment created the utmost consternation in all quarters, 
and the gold price of the rupee quickly fell by 
nearly 20 per cent. Astoundmg as it seems to 
every man of business, the Secretary of State has 
never to this day said: .. The object of the present 
currency management is to keep the rupee at IS. 4d. 
I hold a monopoly of the manufacture of rupees 
and I shall not sell at artything less than IS. 4d." 
In the absence of any such a definite statement of 
policy, the public never know what the Secretary 
of State may do next. He quite unnecessarily let 
the rupee down to IS. 3Hd. m 1907, and he may 
do so again. Such singularly unbusinesslike manage
ment is entirely beyond the comprehension of the 
man in the street. 

The next matter to which it is necessary to refer 
1s the Gold Standard Reserve. By omitting to 
control the inflow of silver and so ignoring itS! 
effect upon the laws of supply and demand in refer
ence to the rupee, Government found that they, 
were not producing that squeeze for rupees upon 
which the ability of the Secretary of State to raise 
his price to IS. 4d. depended. Accordingly in" 
1898 the Government of India decided to take 
action, and a proposal was made to melt down u:r. 
to twenty-four crores of rupees (rupees, be it note • 
which Government had themselves been manu
facturing and putting into circulation subsequent to 
the closure 01 the mint /). Although the 'proposal 
was in a sense quite logi~al, revealing as It did a 
tardy recognition of the principle UpOD which the 
new token rupee was based, it was, nevertheless, 
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immediately condemned by the varWus Anglo-indian 
Chambers of Commerce. It served, however, to 
concentrate attention upon the extraDrdinary 
management of the Indian currency system,.' anil 
a Committee of Inquiry was appointed. To, thig 
Committee Mr. Lindsay, of the Bank of Bengal, 
and Professor Dunning Macleod, the eminent 
authority on banking and currency (who stated 
that the Government of India bad already 'perpe
trated .. every species of error "), submitted plans 
for putting the Indian curre.ncy system into shape. 
These flans were largely adopted by the Committee. 
One a their features was the accumulation of a 
stock of gold suffi<;ient (I) to relegate the rupee 
currency to a subordinate position and (2) provide 
for gold remittances to Europe in the event of 
the balance of trade, &c:, ~turning against India. 
The Committee further recommended that the profit 
on the coinage of new rupees should be kept IN 
GOLD as a reserve for practically the same ends. 
The subsequent history of this gold reserve is fresh , 
in the minds of all. Just as before the sitting at 
the Fowler Committee, Government's management 
of the Indian currency seemed to be subject to 
influences outside the ken of both economists and. 
practical business men, so, too, in recent years the 
management of the Gold Standard Reserve has been 
inexplicably erratic. Although the Fowler Com
mittee, and apparently everybody else except the 
Secretary of State's advisers, have insisted on the 
Gold Standard Reserve (or, at any rate, the major 
portion of it) being held IN GOLD, the authoritid 
decided that mvestments in silver, in sterling securi
ties, and in Indian railway enterprises were equally 
desirable, or if not equally desirable, at any rate, 
politically expedient. Protests by Press and public, 
Chambers of Commerce, and others interested in the 
welfare of India were unheeded, till the Gold 
Standard Reserve at length arrived at its present 
anomalous condition. "IDe situation is so trans
parently unsound and unsatisfactory that there is 
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nope thai: Government will before long listen to the 
protests that have reached them from all quarters, 
and will substitute gold for silver and paper, 
and will, moreover, store some of that gold in 

. India. 
S~ace will not permit me to review in any greater 

detaIl the peculiarities of Government's manage
ment of the Indian currency since the closing of 
the mints. For convenience' sake, however, I will 
summarise the fourteen leading points wherein the 
actions of .Government have been open to grave 
objection :-

I. 1893.-Omission to state specifically the 
line of policy to be adopted-i.e., that 
Council drafts would not in future be sold 
below, say, IS. 4d. 

2. I 893.-0mission .to control the inflow of 
silver by imposing of a high duty. 

3. 1893-4·-Continued heavy coinage of 
rupees, although the gold standard scheme 
depended for' its success upon the restric
tion of the rupee currency. 

4. 1894·-Sudden decision to sell Council 
drafts for what they would fetch-collapse 
of the rupee to almost IS. I d. 

S. 1896.-Release of more rupees-two crores 
-by the investment in securities of a 
portion of the Paper Currency Reserve. 

6. I 898.-Rejection of the only sound and per
manent solution of the silver problem 
when France and the United States might 
possibly have recommenced the free 
coinage of silver had India agreed to 
be a party to an international agreement 
for the establishment of bimetallism. 

7. 1898.-Proposal to melt down twenty-four 
crores of rupees, money being so scarce in 
some parts of India that loans on gilt
edged securities were almost unobtainable 
at any price I 

8. 190I.-Abandonment by Government of the 
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effort to put sovereigns into circuJati<in
after too brief a triaL 

9. Investment of a large portion of the gold" 
reserve in sterling securities, and subse~ 
quently a portion in silver. 

10. 19·05-S.-Heaviest coinage of rupees on 
record-over sixty-two crores of rupees-.
much in excess of the country's relJ.uire
ments, which should have been satIsfied 
as far as possible by importations of 
sovereigns. Consequent distortion of the 
public measure of value and rise in prices. 
Government and others forced to pay 
&I grain allowances." 

II. 1907.-Diversion of a poh;on of the Gold 
Standard Reserve (say, half-profits on 
coinage) to railwll.y construction. 

12. 1907.-Failure of Government promptly to 
release gold for home remittance-loss of 
public confidence and decline of the rupee 
to IS. 3Ud. 

13. 1905.-Proposal by Government to release 
another two crores of rupees from the 
Paper Currency Reserve, notwithstanding 

.that the rupee currency was obviously 
redundant and prices now at an extra
ordinarily high level. 

14. 1909.-Demand of the Bengal and other 
Chambers of Commerce for a Commission 
of Inquiry. Reply of Government that 
.. the one thing required is that the Indian 
currency policy should be allowed to settle 
down into regular habits." 

Before the public can assent to this settling-down
into-regular-habits proposal, it is necessary to know 
what Government's currency policy actually is. 
Although there can be no two opinions as to' the 
correct course from an economic point of view, the 
experiences of the past fifteen years are not calcu
�ated to insRire confidence that this course will be 
followed. The Lords Commissioners of the 

IS 
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Treasury, in. a letter to the Secretary of State 
in Council, November 24, 1879, referred to the 
repugnance with which all civilised nations regard 
aU managed " currency. Such management, we 
are told, exposes the Government which undertakes 
it to .. very serious difficulties and temptations." 

. The Government of India have, unfortunately, 
proved no exception to this very accurate generality, 
as our brief review of the past fifteen years' manage
ment clearly indicates. Before going any farther, 
it is essential that Government should take the public 
into its confidence, and state clearly what its currency 
policy really is and how it proposes to carry out that 
policy. 

So far the criticism offered has been mainly of 
a destructive character. I now propose to indicate 
the line of policy which the interests of the great 
mass of the peoples of this country demand should 
be adopted. I shall at the same time reply to the 
arguments of Bombay buIlionists and others who 
may be I?ersonally interested in a continuance of the 
present mdefensible state of affairs with regard to 
silver. 

* * * * 
III. 

In view of the facts that the people of only 
three countries in the world can be said to be 
using gold freely for their daily currency require
ments-England, France, and Germany-that most 
other countries-indeed, the great mass of the in
habitants of the globe-are accustomed to, and are 
satisfied with, silver (supplemented by paper) as 
their chief monetary instrument, and that they will, 
moreover, undoubtedly continue to use annually 
increasing quantities of this metal in the immediate 
future, it is quite obvious that a permanent solution 
of the silver and gold money problem is not to be 
found in further attempts to demonetise the white 
metal. For the great mass of the world's popula-
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tions silver makes quite as good'~ purchasing and 
measuring instrument, quite as efficient 'a reserve 
and stimulating power, as gold. These are facts 
to which we cannot shut our eyes. Then, again, 
there are many who fear, and not without, good' 
reason, that the relative of cheapness with which' 
monetary functions are now performed by' aid of.: 
silver is a source of great political danger to the 
West in that the peoples of the East-of China par
ticularly-may before long be able by the. helll of 
cheap silver to undermine Europe's long-staniiing 
economic rre-eminence. Be this as it may, silver 
money wil certainly continue to be used for many 
centuries to come. All which being so, it is 
desirable that every effort should be made to fix 
the ratio at which the two metals shall be ex~ 
changed for monetary purpo~es. The only rational 
and practical method possible, is by international 
agreement between the chief countnes using both 
silver and gold for their currency systems. Any 
otber method can only be local and temporary in 
character. This fact is recognised, I believe, by 
all up-to-date students of modern monetary 
problems. .. An international agreement for the 
free coinage of both silver and gold and for the 
making of them full legal tender at a fixed ratio," 
wrote Sir David Barbour in his Minute to the 
Government of India's Disllatch of June 21, 1892, 
.. would be far better for India, and for all other 
countries, than the ,establishment [in India] of the 
single gold standard." This statement undoubtedly 
exhibited the scientific and most advanced view, 
and represents to this day the one and only sound 
and permanent solution of the silver and gold money 
problem. 

Until the great gold moneylenders of London, 
Paris, and Berlin take the same statesmanli!r;e view 
of the world situation, however, India must continue 
on the ~old standard tack. Recognising this fact, 
and havmg cast up our reckoning, let US now attempt 
to define a course for the immediate future. The 
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development to be aimed at is a gold standard with 
as much gold currency as possible; the underlying 
principle by which this end is to be attained, the 
application of the law of supply and demand to 
the issue of new rupees; and the best practical 
mode of putting this principle into practice, to inter
pose as little .. management" as possible, but, the 
situation having been defined by legislative enact
ment, to leave the currency to be worked as nearly 
automatically as possible by the public themselves. 
The situation is a little complicated by the annual 
liability of £16,000,000 to £18,000,000 in gold 
which India has to pay for services rendered by and 
from the United Kingdom. That India's exports 
will normally on the average exceed her imports 
is practically certain. That the excess will always 
amount to over £18,000,000 a year is by no means 
certain. It is essential, therefore, that there should 
be a large stock of gold available in circulation in 
India and also in the Gold Standard Reserve, so 
as to enable a temporary adverse balance of trade, 
with its probable ebb of gold from India, to take 
place without jeopardising the whole currency fabric. 
The first thing, then, to be done is to accumulate 
that gold. And it should be everywhere recognised 
that we cannot have too much of it. 

We are now in a position to commence to outline 
the details of a definite currency scheme for India. 
Taking each step in its natural sequence, the proposal 
is as follows :-

I. The Secretary of State should forthwith 
officially notify that he is no longer prepared to 
consider offers for rupees .. on their ments." In 
other words, an official minimum and maximum of 
IS. 4d. should now be declared, so that all the 
world woul.d know that the rupee could not fall 
below or rIse above IS. 4d. owing to uncertainty 
as to the Secr«:tary of State's weekly policy. It 
is incomprehensible why such a notification has not 
been issued long ago. The Secretary of State holds 

.a practical monopoly of rupees which enables him 
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to 'command his own gold price for the coins. His 
duty is to keep the rupee at IS. 4d. Fluctuations 
in foreign exchange~ consequent upon the daily 
flow of Iemittances in this and that direction 
are understandable and unavoidable. Fluctuations 
arising out of the arbitrary decision of an official 
to accept week by week such price as he thinks 
fit for the rupees he has to sell are mischievous 
and intolerable. They often inflict losses upon the 

, general public without rhyme or reason. The Secre
tary of State's price and the amount of rupees he 
proposes to sell each year ought both to be fixed 
and for twelve months, at any rate, unchangeable. 
The price should be IS. 4d.; the amount for sale 
-the figure entered in the annual Budget-let us 
say, £17,000,000. The Secretary of State should 
as far as practicable sell this quantity as demanded 
till the whole sum was completed. Thereafter no 
more sales would be made that year, and the public 
would have to ship specie or bullion in adjustment 
of trade balances m exactly the same way as every 
other country in the world has to do at present. 
In this way the management of the Indian currency 
would approach as nearly as possible those auto
matic conditions which are a distinguishing 
characteristic of every good monetary system in 
the world. 

2. Silver being the officially accepted tons et 
origo mali, obviously demands special treatment. 
Against the competition of silver the Secretary of 
State needs to be protected by the imposition in 
India of a high import duty on the white metal. 
Ordinary business considerations demand that this 
precaution be taken. A second and more cogent 
reason why a special duty should be imposed is that 
an artificial augmentation of the value of the rupee 
means a corresponding depreciation of the people's 
reserve stores of silver. To deprive the public by 
legislation of a large portion of their savings would 
be an act of injustice so gross as to bring upon 
the Government responsible. for it the condemna-
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tion of the whole civilised world. A heavy import 
, duty on silver therefore must be imposed if the 

policy of artificially enhancing the value of the 
rupee be accepted. The proceeds of the duty might 
be carried in gold to the credit of the Gold Standjl;rd 
Reserve. Of course such a duty would meet with 
considerable opposition in Bombay, where the 
interests of silver-dealers and mill-owners might be 
temporarily affected. But local interests should not 
be allowed to prevail against the rights of every 
individual in India who possesses a family reserve 
of silver, or against the businesslike development 
of a currency policy designed to benefit, not one 
or two classes of traders in the capital of the 
Western Presidency but the interests of India as a 
whole. Two of the former (Mr. Dadiba Merwanjee 
Dalal and a "Bombay Bullionist") have recently 
written to the Times 0/ India condemninll' the idea 
of a heavy import duty on silver. It is mteresting 
to dissect the arguments employed by these silver
dealers. Mr. Dalal bases his Objection on the bald 
assertion that: ". . . our far-SIghted bankers and 
bullion-dealers do not believe that the delicate 
mechanism of exchange should be continuously dis
turbed." No doubt. Turning to one of the said 
bullion-dealers for a reasoned explanation of this 
belief, we find it in the following two arguments 
employed by .. Bombay Bullionist" in the Times 
of India of January 24, 1910. Briefly summarised, 
the arguments are as follows: (a) The financial 
IlTgument-Heavy imports of silver do not interfere 
with the Secretary of State's sales of rupees, except 
when they do. (" In years of scarcity, no doubt, 
the sale of Councils has been interfered with".) 
(b) The moral argument-Although " ... a 
grievous wrong was done to the ryot when the 
mints were closed,'- it was II some compensation " 
to him to be permitted to buy-with our friendly 
bullion-dealer's assistance-as much cheap silver as 
he wanted. 

W.i~regard to the financial argument, the London, 
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Times of. December 31 last (Financial and Com
mercial Supplement) assures us that the" ... in
satiable demand for silver in India aggp.vates the 
exchange problem, and last year was a source of 
grave embarrassment"; whilst Messrs. Pixley and 
Abell's Annual Circular for 1909 enables us to 
understand exactly why these imports of silver were 
a source of such g;rave anxiety. They amounted to 
the equivalent of about £6,750,000. Moreover, 
this huge figure was actually exceeded in 1908 I 
To say that importations of silver amounting to 
over one-third of the value of the rupees that the 
Secretary of State offers to sell has no effect upon 
the market demands for those rupees is to run 
counter to one of the most obvious and glaring facts 
of the Indian currency situation. With regard to 
the moral argument it amounts to this: Having 
by a stroke of the legislative pen deprived scores 
of millions of the poorer classes of the public of 
a substantial portion of their accumulated savings, 
.. compensation" is afforded to them· by permitting 
them to buy in their ignorance a lot more of this 
same demonetised, depreciating metal I This may 
be- good business for you, 0 Bombay Bullionist I 
But where is your lieart? Where is your sense 
of justice? No. Arguments such as these, if indeed 
they can be called arguments at all, only serve to 
bring out into stronger relief than before the hope
lessness of expecting sound advice from those who 
are themselve~ interested in the present traffic in 
silver. No matter if silver compete with the 
Secretary of State and mislead him into accepting 
less than IS. 4d. for his rupees-no matter if the 
poor ignorant country people load themselves up 
with a lot of metal which they are not in the least 
likely to be able to get rid of except at a loss 
no matter if illicit coinage increases in all d~rections 
(China is reported to be sending wholesale supplies 
of Chinese-manufactured rupees into India), still, 
we must not attempt to apply the one and' only 
rational remedy-a heavY,lmport duty oJ\, ~ilv~r .. 
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Such a course, we are solemnly told, would be 
.. mischievous" in the extreme, and would lead to 
II tragic" consequences in these II troublous times." 
I fail to see why. Frankly, I have not the slightest 
belief in these vague apprehensions of danger. 

3. Assuming, now, that the fact is recognised 
that it is not .. business" to sell a public coin for 
which IS. 4d. is generally understood to be the 
price at less, or more, than IS. 4d., and assuming, 
too, that the point is also admitted that no man 
of commerce with a monopoly to guard would dream 
of permitting a department of his own establish
ment, as it were, to undermine his monopoly by 
selling against him (to make no mention of the 
moral principles involved), let us briefly consider 
the remaining branch of our subject-the Reserve 
Fund. We have already referred to the fact that 
whilst the balance of trade is almost certain to be 
in India's favour, it is at the same time by no means 
certain that the credit balance will always exceed 
£I6/I8,ooo,ooo--the sum which India pays for 
interest on borrowed capital and other external State 
ohligations. Provision must therefore be made 
against temporary diminutions in the trade balance 
and possible outflows of gold, not only by estab
lishing conditions that will encourage a steady flow 
of gold into India rather than silver but also by 
the methodical accumulation of a substantial 
gold reserve. Lord Curzon once thought that 
£ I 0,000,000 would be sufficient. Subsequent ex
perience has led official opinion to increase the 
figure to £z5/30,OOo,ooo--l.e., sufficient to permit 
the Secretary of State to draw U'p0n the reserve 
for one-half of his gold obligations for three 
successive years. In framing these estimates the 
economic factor alone has been considered. With 
EuroI?ean armaments increasing at the pace they 
are, It would be folly to overlook political con
siderations. A great European war, especially if 
the British Empire were involved, would create a 

~p<Vlic in financial circles. At such a time the last 
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thing we should wish to see would be a sudden 
collapse of the rupee and the bankruptcy, not only 
of the Government of India but also of half the 
Anglo-Indian mercantile community. It is abso
lutely essential, therefore, that we should accumulate 
a very substantial gold reserve. France, whose 
huge, artificially valued silver currency places her 
in a somewhat similar position to India, holds at 
the present moment over £139,000,000 in gold! 
in her chief bank. Whilst there may be no good 
reason at present for attempting to approach this 
very remarkable figure, it is quite obvious that 
former estimates must be revised, and that the basis 
of three times one-half the Secretary of State's' 
annual drawings must be materially expanded. 

Two contingencies have to be provided for-the 
economic and the political. The economic includes 
the possibility -of (a) the Secretary of State finding 
no buyers of rupees for a long period, and (b) the 
public at the same time desiring to transfer 
redundant monetary supplies from India to Europe. 
The _political embraces not only (c) wars and 
rumours of wars, but also (d) the reluctance of the 
financiers of London to hold reserves of gold 
adequate to the colossal business transacted at and 
with the heart of the British Empire. The folly 
of placing all one's eggs into one basket has become 
proverbial .. Why, then, locate the whole of India's 
reserve of gold in a financial centre that has for 
years been recoguised by most monetary scientists to 
be already under-supplied with reserve stocks of 
the yellow metal? In the case of India the inevitable 
has, of course, occurred. India's gold has dis
appeared, and the Indian currency system now 
depends upon bundles of paper securities that in 
the event of one of the contingencies against which 
they are supposed' to protect us would -llssuredly 
prove next to worthless_ 

The Gold Standard Reserve must be kept in gold 
and nothing else but gold. Any substitute for the 
precious metal is a delusion and a danger. (Caft . ~ .. 
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we ima,gine France, or Germany, or Russia investing 
their gold reserves as the Secretary of State for 
India has done in Irish Land Stocks or Transvaal 
War Loan Securities I) Moreover, a 'Substantial pro
portion of that gold-£ 15,000,000 to £20,000,000 
-must be held in India. Were the financial con
ditions of London and the political conditions of 
Europe other than they are, these figures might be 
halved. As it is, there is no alternative. The gold 
must come out to, and be stored in, India, where 
it will form a very valuable reserve, not only for 
this country but for the whole Empire. And as 
this gold is urgently wanted the Secretary of State 
might budget for two or three millions sterling 
each year. The balance can be supplied from the 
profits of rupee coinage and from the increased 
duty on silver. 

It is not supposed that this demand for a definite 
currency p'olicy (as nearly automatic as circum
stances wlil permit) will meet with any support 
from those who are themselves interested in the 
existing system of currency management. History 
informs us quite clearly of the part that goldsmiths, 
silversmiths, bullion-dealers, bankers, and money
lenders-great and small, national and international 
~have played in the development of the currency 
systems of the world as we find them to-day. The 
great financiers are of necessity extremely conserva
tive. They would much rather 

u. • • bear those ills we I,ave 
Than fly ID .U, .... that we know not .f." 

There are reasons, however, and very good reasons, 
why the public at large should hold a different 
view. Some of these I have endeavoured to put 
forth in the previous pages. It now remains to 
be seen whether the seed will bear fruit. 
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WHAT INDIA WANTS 

The following extracts are from the Annual 
Addresses of the Chairman of the Karachi Chamber 
of Commerce:-

.. While improvements and developments calcu
lated to encourage and facilitate trade are taking 
place on all sides, we must not omit to keep watch 
on one of the most important essentials to our well
being_ pure atmosphere; I mean, of course, a sound 
finaricial atmosphere. To the air we breathe, though 
of vital importance to us, we give but very little 
thought; and, in the same way, we are apt to 
neglect the currency without which business on a 
large scale would be altogether impossible. For the 
last six months or more the rupee has been distinctly 
anaemic; it has lost strength or purchasing power. 
Firstly, in India, it has gradually failed to command 
as much of the commodities of trade as before, and 
latterly its usefulness in relation to the sovereign 
has appreciably declined. This is a matter, gentle
men, to which I submit we should give anxious con
sideration. Since the closing of the mints the value 
of the rupee, both for internal and external trade, 
has been 10 a large measure artificial and dependent 
upon the wisdom of the Government who control 
its use and issue." (March 24, 1908.) .• 

* • * * * 
"In the course of a· few days the .Associated 

Chambers of Commerce of the United KiIlgdom vQll ... 
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call the attervion of the ~ritish Government to the 
recognised and constant insufficiency of the gold 
reserves of the United Kingdom. And they will 
demand that legislative action be taken to strengthen 
those-reserves. Here we have a clue to the solution 
of some of our difficulties in India. The Chambers 
of Commerce of India must combine and insist on 
the objects, nature, and management of the Gold 
Standard Reserve being defined by statute. Under 
the new rules which guide the work of the Viceroy'S 
Legislative Council unofficial members can effec
tively press this matter on the attention of the 
Government of India. I would urge that the 
incoming committee take this matter up without 
delay, as it is one of the most important to which 
they can give their attention. Were England un
fortunately involved in a great European war our 
artificial rupee, under present management, might 
conceivably drop to eightpence or ninepence before 
the war was finished. That such a war IS outside the 
realms of the possible nobody who studies European 
armaments for a moment imagines. Let u~, then. 
be on the safe side and get the whole of our Gold 
Reserve into our own haIlds until the great financial 
powers of London are brought to see the Gold 
Reserve problem in the same light as the merchants 
of London and the Associated Chambers of Com
merce of the United Kingdom." (Extract from a 
speech made at the Annual General Meeting of the 
Karachi Chamber of Commerce on February 28, 
19 1 1.) 
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CAN INDIA AFFORD A GOLD CURRENCY? 

The following reply to the Statist was contributed 
to the Times oj India of May 25, 191 I :-

.. A little over a year ago the Statist, disapproving 
of the new duty on silver then just imposed by the 
Government of India, delivered itself of a tre
mendous fulmination, in which abuse of Government 
was mingled with prophecies of a collapse in silver, 
imJ.la5sable breaks in the exchanges WIth China, a 
serIous upsetting of the foreign trade of India, and 
general political disoontent, culminating in all sorts 
of dire disasters and dreadful things. The public 
smiled. Few people in India shared the Statist's 
alarms, or belIeved in its weird forecasts of the 
iuture, which, as everybody knows,· have been 
wholly and completely falsified by events. Not in 
the least abashed, however, by the fiasco it made of 
its treatment of the silver duty problem, our financial 
authority has once more turned its attention to 
Indian. currency matters, and has now given the 
world its matured and considered views on the sub
ject of Sir Vithaldass Thackersey's recent request 
that Government should take steps to initiate a 
separate and distinctive gold currency for India . 

.. The Statist's opinion of the whole matter can 
be summed up in two words-'lure madness.' Sir 
Vithaldass Thackersey is as ma as a 'march hare.' 
And as for the Finance Minister's promise to con
sider the question in consultation with the India 
Office, 'it is difficult to imagine anything that ... 
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could prove more conclusively Sir Guy Fleetwood 
Wilson's unfitness for the post he occupies' (Statist, 
April 15, 191 I). If, curious to understand the 
reasons for this emphatic outspokenness, the reader 
wades through the four turgid leading articles in 
which this question of a gold currency for India 
has just been treated by the Statist, he will discover 
that :-

(a) 

(b) 

• India is one of the poorest portions of 
the whole earth.' 

Gold is therefore too expensive, too waste
ful, too cumbersome, and too inconvenient 
for India, for whom it would be a 
• disastrous luxury.' 

(c) The adoption of a gold currency in India 
would be a further blow to silver, 
depriving the pOorer classes . (who have 
hoarded silver J of a portion of their 
savings, and so • increasing pove~y and 
making unrest seriously formidable.' 

.. There is something very reminiscent of the 
Statist's prophecies of a year ago in this bogey of 
unrest and incipient mutiny owing to the Government 
of India persisting in a course of which the London 
financial organ does not approve .. Strangely enough, 
it does not seem to have occurred to the Statist that 
by a mere stroke of the legislative pen-by simply 
raising the import duty on silver another I 5 per cent. 
or so-all risk of injustice to the old holders of 
hoarded silver can be at once removed. The argu
ment that gold money -is • too inconvenient' and 
• too cumbersome' is not likely to carry much weight 
with eeoples who have for centuries past handled 
the sull more inconvenient and cumbersome white 
metal. To emphasise this point, however, and also 
that of the • wastefulness' and • expensiveness' of 
a gold currency, the Statist does not hesitate to 
assert that sovereigns • are very little in use' in 
England-cheques and banknotes being the real 
currency. The same with the United States, France, 
Germany, and so on. True, the leading nations of 
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the world • find it necessary' (to quote our critic's 
own words) to accumulate great gold reserves; byt, 
asks the Statist, is this any argument for • forcing' 
gold upon • an exceedingly poor country like India? ' 
As a matter of fact, whilst England's gold reserves 
are smaller than those of any other great nation, 
gold money is more in evidence in England than in 
any other gold-using country in Europe or America. 
In this connection it is interesting to recall exactly 
what other nations have been doing in the matter of 
building up their gold currencies. Here are the 
reserves of- gold held by the treasuries and national 
banks of some of the chief countries of the world on 
December 31 last:-

The United States 
_ France 

Russia 
Austria 
Italy.:. 
Argentma 
Germany 
Australasia 
England , .. ' 

£ 
263,241,000 
13 1,177,000 
130,476,000 

55,023,000 
48,363,000 
37,033,000 
33,05 2,000 
3 1,356,000 

_.3 1,35 6,000 

It will be seen from the above that the rest of the 
world does not seem to attach -much importance to 
the Statist's expensive-wasteful-inconvenient-cum
cumbersome a{gument I Why, then, should 'We ? lAs 
for our financial pundit's reIterated, not to say in
sulting, ;references to the extreme 'poorness of this 
Dependency, one is almost tempted to retort by 
producing figures revealing the poverty, dirt, and 
degradation in which large masses of the populations 
of Western nations habitually live. It will be better, 
however, to remind the Statist (as I had occasion to 
remind the delegates to the Montreal and Sydney 
Conferences of Chambers of Commerce of the 
Empire in 1903 and 1909) that next to that of the 
United Kingdom the external trade of India is by far 
the largest of any portion of the British Empire.: 
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and further, that, taking the whole of India's trade, 
internal as well as external, the total, no doubt, 
exceeeds that of the whole of the colonies, depen
dencies, and possessions of the ,British Empire put 
together. So much for the 'poorest portion of the 
whole earth.' 

.. So far, then, the Statist has not made out much 
of a case for preventing India from taking her 
stand, so far as her currency is concerned, amidst 
the leading nations of the world. We tum back, 
therefore, to the columns of the Statist, in case we 
may have missed some vital point in our critic's 
case. Possibly we find the missing clue in its issue 
of the 15th ult. Here we are told that the 
introduction of a gold currency into India would 
not only • enormously injure India,' but • it would 
be a very serious matter for the rest of the world.' 
Ho I ho I We must follow this farther. • India 
last year took for trade purposes, for ornaments, 
and for hoarding, as nearly as can be estimated. 
about eighteen millions in gold. If she is to con
tinue that practice, and is to add to it an immense 
accumulation of gold for coinage purposes, what 
will be the result upon the money markets of Europe 
and America?' Here is a new line of argument. 
Can it be that we have at length found the true 
source of the Statist's anxiety? Let us read a little 
farther: • We grant that the Indian Government is 
not bound to look after the interests of other 
countries. Still, the Indian Government draws its 
power from the United Kingdom, and unless the 
mterests of India really require it, the Indian 
Government should do nothing to injure the United 
Kingdom. But it clearly would injure the United 
Kingdom if the Indian Government were to adopt 
a policy which might mean the absorption by India 
for coinage, trade, ornaments, and hoarding pur
poses of gold to the amount ot from So to possibly 
100 millions sterling a year.' 

.. Here, then, we have the explanation of all this 
pother regarding Sir VithaldasS Thackersey's pro-
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posal to initiate an Indian Gold Currency. Truth 
will out-"even in the columns of the Statist. It is 
not the welfare of the 3 I 5 millions of this country 
that has moved the London finanCial organ to all 
this nauseating hypocrisy about gold being so • ex
pensive' and • cumbersome,' but a craven fear lest 
poor, poverty-stricken India should forcibly extract 
from rich, a\l-powerful Englahd so much of the 
glittering yellow metal as to cause great London,. 
with its majestic reserves of gold, some trifling 
inconvenience I What are we to say of the Statist 
now? Let us not, at any rate, deceive ourselves as 
to the facts of the situation. This childlike dread 
of India commencing to absorb gold in large quan
tities is by no means confined to one or two news
papers. I was talking the other day to a prominent 
Anglo-Indian banker on this very subject, and he 
made no secret of his thoughts. If he had his way 
he would enact a law forthwith preventing the 
peoples of India b3.ndling a single sovereign unless 
they deposited their sovereigns in a bank (his bank 
for preference, I presume I). Then, again, at the 
Annual General Meeting of ,one of tlie principal 
exchange banks, held in London a few weeks ago, 
the Chairman expressed a hope that the world's pro
duction of gold might Iargefy increase if India was 
going to commence importing gold. (And that, 
too, in spite of the fact that the world's output of 
gold has now reached such a phenomenal figure that 
the value of gold all the world over is rapidly 
dwindling.) Even the Secretary of State has beep 
infected by this same nervous malady, and, treating 
his annual budgets as so much wastepaper, he has, 
during the last two years, transferred from the 
treasuries in India to the coffers of his bankers in 
London some EIGHTEEN MILLIONS STERLING in 
excess of his original estimated requirements, thus 
checking, as far as he was able, the natural flow of 
gold to India; and with the result that, not only has 
a\l the gold in our Gold Standard Reserve practically 
disappeared from India, but over six millions of 

16 
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our Paper Currency Reserve-a paper currency that 
only circulates in, and is only redeemable in, India
has also been hurried off to London and invested 
in depreciating consols, much to the relief of the 
London money market. The latest hallon d'essai is 
an outrageous suggestion that Government should 
impose a stiff import duty on gold coming into 
India-a kind of duty that has never even been 
dreamed of, much less imposed, since the world 
began. 

" It is to be hoped that Sir Vithaldass Thackersey, 
Sir Guy Fleetwood Wilson, and, indeed, all who 
realise the .danger to the Empire arising from the 
inadequate reserves of gold at present held in 
London, will now set their teeth firmly and demand 
that the present scandal shall cease. India has 
been made the plaything of the London money 
market for far too long. The people have lost 
confidence in silver, and still more so in their sadly 
mismanaged rupee. They do not wish to find 
themselves the subjects of any more tinkering ex
periments with their monetary system. They now 
demand the same kind of currency as all the other 
most advanced divisions of the British Empire. 
They want a gold currency, and they are certainly 
fully entitled to this up-to-date monetary equip
ment-just as much so as the United Kingdom itself, 
and far more so than Canada, Australia, or South 
Africa. Moreover, India, infinitely richer than any 
other of the King-Emperor's oversea possessions, 
can very easily afford to develop its monetary system 
on the basis of a gold currency-a basis that has 
already been successfully employed in India-the 
basis that has commended itself to the rest of the 
civilised world, the only basis that can free us from 
the perpetual thraldom of the dangerously powerful 
money markets of the West. Happily enough, no 
time could be more appropriate than the present
on the one hand, India bursting with advancing 
prosperity; on the other, an output of gold from 
the mines of the world 0 such plienomenaI magoi-
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tude (more than three times as great as anything 
known at the 'period of the Californian and 
Australian gold discoveries) as to produce a marked 
fall in the value of gold-i.e., a serious rise in 
gold prices all over the wodd. In such cir.cum
stances it becomes the duty of the Supreme Govern
ment to encourage the further use and consumption 
of gold in every possible way. So~Forward, Sir 
Vithaldass I The hour is propitious, and you have 
all who love their India behind you. 'The Bombay 
Chamber of Commerce uttered but. the plain ,and 
unvarnished truth when it 'put forth the indignant 
protest an extract from whlch appears at, the head 
of this article. No doubt the Bombay mercantile 
community are of the same opinion still. Many 
other important commercial bodies most cer
tainly are. Moreover, sovereigns, are' daily 
becoming more popular aU over the continent. 
They are being sent up-country in thousands 
in payment of produce. They are met with in 
circulation in many strange out-of-the-way places, 
and they are being returned to Government in pay
ment of revenue, thus proving their acceptability 
to large sections of the people. The King-Emperor, 
on the occasion of his forthcoming visit to India. 
'could not more appropriately signalise his recogni
tion of the marvellous economic progress made in 
recent years by this great Dependency than by 
ordering a recommencement of the coinage in India 
of the celebrated gold mohur. The new George the 
Fifth gold mohur might be of exactly the same 
weight and fineness as the British sovereign. If. 
a smaller gold coin be also reguired, George the 
Fifth pagodas of exactly one-half of the value of the' 
new gold mohur could also be coined. There can 
be no doubt that the revival of the pagoda would 
be immensely popular in the south of India. Here. 
then, we see a; possibility of an Indian gold 
mrrency that, whirst recalling in a practical and 
acceptable form memories of India's monetary 

. systems of bygone years, will at the same time add 
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incalculably to our economic and political strength, 
and, incidentally, to the economic and political 
strength of the whole Empire. Is it too much to 
hope that the joint-stock bankers of London will 
see the matter in the same light? " 

POSTSCRIPT • 

In fairness to the Statist, it must be noted that a 
change of opinion has just manifested itself in the 
Editorial columns. In· its 'Issue dated March 30, 
1912, page 67 I, appears the following ;-

". . . There seems no longer room for doubt 
that the opinion of the well-to-do classes in India in 
regard to the currency is rapidly changing; that. 
just as throughout Europe and America gold has 
come to be regarded as much superior to silver, so 
the well-to-do classes in India are beginning now 
to take the same view. That being so, we see no 
reasons why India should not coin her own gold 
pieces instead of withdrawing them as and when she 
requires from the Bank of England. . . ." 

Quite so. The Statist, havilJ,g revised its views as 
to the desirability of restoring to India a gold 
currency, there are now grounds for anticipating 
that a similar change of policy has occurred in 
other quarters-a good omen, at last I 
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SHALL THE INDIAN MINTS BE OPENED TO THE 
FREE COINAGE OF GOLD I 

The following is an extract from Sir Guy Fleet
wood Wilson's reply of March 22, 1912, at ~e 
Meeting of the Imperial Legislative CouncIl, 
Calcutta, to Sir Vithaldass D. Thackersey's motion 
that the Indian mints be opened to the free coinage 
of gold. Sir Vithaldass Thackersey urged the issue 
of a new gold coin of the value of Rs.lo :-

.. The ball which Sir Vithaldass Thackersey set roll
ing has been in vigorous 'Play throughout the year. 
No subject of a purely financial character has in my 
time attracted so Il1Jlch attention or so much skilled 
criticism. It has been thoroughly ventilated in the 
public press both in England and in India-the 
views of all classes interested in the subject have 
been received by the Government and every phase 
of it has been examined in full and free informal 
discussion. What I propose to do to-day in 
answering my hon. friend is to review as briefly 
alo possible the opinions that we have collected; 
to examine the main arguments for and against the 
coinage of gold, and to remove some of the mis
conceptions which have grown up round the subject. 
As at I?resent situated, I cannot do more, for we 
have still to obtain the opinions and the order of 
our final authority-the Secretary of State-but I 
am sure that in their responsible task of deciding 
the issues which we are placing before them the 
Secretary of State for India and his advisers will ... 
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be greatly helped by the proceedings of to-day. 
The proposal which my hon. friend wishes to 
revive is that which the Indian Currency Com
mission of 1898 recommended as part of the 
machinery for the maintenance of our gold standard. 
I need not quote the precise words of the Com
mittee; they are foupd in paragraph 54 of the 
Report, and are familiar to all students of the 
subject. The proposal, in brief, was that the Indian 
mints should be thrown open to the unrestricted 
coinage of gold, on terms and conditions such as 
govern the three Australian branches of the Royal 
Mint. This proposal was cordially accepted by the 
Government of India, and, as Sir Vithaldass remmded 
us a year ago, steps were taken to give effect to 
it. Our preparations, however, came to an end 
somewhat suddenly in 1902 . 

.. There had been much discussion on technical 
details, and while time was passing the agent for 
the Kolar Goldmines had concluded arrangements 
for the disposal of the gold in England. The 
Government of the day were doubtful whether it 
was prudent to pursue the scheme in the absence 
of any steady supply of local gold, and the Treasury 
at home were disposed to advise against it in the 
belief that India would obtain all the gold it re
quired through the ordinary channels of import. 
The question was thus laid aside in 1902-no definite 
reasons were given at the time, so far as I can 
ascertain, but the reasons were those which I have 
now briefly described and no other. During the 
past ten years spasmodic suggestions had been made 
for reviewing the proposal, but it was not until 
my friend's resolution of last year that the Govern
ment of India were formally moved to review the 
situation and consider the propriety of reverting 
to the policy recommended by Sir Henry Fowler's 
committee. When we went thoroughly into the 
subject, as I promised Sir Vithaldass that we should 
do, it seemed to us that there had been such a 
change of conditions as would fully justify us in 
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reVlvmg the question, and not in treating it as 
as a subject which bad been laid aside for good 
in 1902. It is true that we get no good of Indian 
production, simply because we can do nothing with 
it if it is offered to us: It is also true that the 
sovereigns still come in freely by trade channels 
when the balance of international exchange is in 
our favour, but in other respects the position ~. 
altered greatly in the last decade. Our currency 
system has been through the fiery tria1 of 1907-8, 
and the need for strengthening our gold holdings 
has been brought home to us. Also, to the mind 
of many observers what I may call the cUrrency 
habits of the people are changing. Gold is being 
more freely taken· in payment for agricultural 
produce; there may be no striking increase in 
the active circulation of gold, but it is certainly 
becoming more familiar and is being more readily 
accepted . 

.. Rupees, as many believe, are being replaced 
by gold in hoards. Our note circulation is also 
making great strides. Its rapid increase, specia1Iy 
since the notes of the lower denominations were 
made universal, goes far to indicate that the people 
are ready for a handier form of currency than silver 
and for a higher unit than the rupee. All these 
changes in India justify us in considering again 
whether we should not embark on the coinage of 
gold. What particular coin we should manufac: 
ture is perhaps a matter of detail rather than of 
principle. Some authority would like to see a dis
tinctive Indian coin, the gold mohur or pagoda; 
others regard this suggestion as antiquarian rather 
than .of practical value, and would like to see the 
Indian sovereign or a ten-rupee gold piece. Others, 
again, would be content.if our mints were empowered 
to manufacture the ordinary sovereigns with which 
we are all familiar. I think myself that the balance 
of advantage lies in the third course; it gives uS 
the coin which my esteemed friend Sir Shapurji 
Broacha has so happily described as • the cement 
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of the Empire,' and it simplifies immensely the 
issue of our gold in internatIOnal trade. For the 
purpose of discussion, then, I assume that we shall 
at the outset at least coin sovereigns, if we are 
allowed to coin gold at all. The proposal before 
us is thus in its simplest form that one of our 

, Indian mints should be opened to the free coinage 
of the sovereign on terms and conditions similar, 
to those which control the mints in Australia and 
Canada. Now, since the dehate of last year this 
proposal, simple though it is, has been subjected 
to considerable misrepresentation . 

.. It has been suggested, for example, that the 
scheme contemplates a large loan by us for the 
purchase of gold that should force gold upon an 
unwilling people on an enormous scale, and that 
we should thereby produce, as I think we should 
certainly do, a serious fall in the value of silver 
and considerable hardship to the poorer classes in 
India. It is also suggested that between buying 
gold and paying interest on our coinage loans we 
should be throwing away large sums of money which 
are required for education and for the extension of 
railways ana irrigation, taxation would be multiplied, 
the gold would disappear as soon as we coined it, 
and our exchange posItion would be as bad as ever . 

.. The Hon. Sir Vithaldass has repudiated this 
description of his 'proposal with some warmth, and 
I entirely sympathIse with him. No such proposal 
was ever dreamed of by any sane and responsible 
man in this country. There has never been any 
intention of borrowing, or of buyin~ gold, or of 
forcing it upon the people, or of coming a single 
sovereign, except from bullion which is brought 
to us voluntarily for the pUTP.0se. The proposal, 
which I have already descnbed as simple and 
unambiguous, is merely to open a gold mmt on a 
small scale with a gold refinery attached to it, so 
that we may be able to handle either raw gold from 
the mines or ornaments and other alloys that may be 
offered us. This being the proposal which Sir 
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Vithaldass bad in mind, and which was also in my 
mind when I promised to consider it, let us examine 
the arguments of honest critics for and against it. 
I take first the arguments against it. They are 
numerous, but I think they may be suitably classi
fied into three sets of objections, viz., that a gold 
coinage is unnecessary, that it would be ineffective 
in support of exchange, and that it would be waste .. 
ful, or even harmful. The first of these objections 
is the argument that gold already comes in freely 
from Australia, Egypt, and elsewhere, and that there 
is no necessity for adding to it in this country . 

.. Support is ~ven to this objection by that very 
large accumulation of sovereigns which has grown 
up in our currency reserve during the last year and 
a half of busy trade; it is also argued that with 
a sufficiently strong gold reserve in London, and a 
sufficien tl y strong silver reserve in India, we could 
get along without a visible gold currency at all. 
This view is taken by many who believe that the 
scheme known as the Lindsay scheme, after the 
late Mr. A. K. Lindsay, the distinguished economist 
and banker of Calcutta, is the solution for all 
currency difficulties in a silver-using country. I 
think that these objections merit the most careful 
consideration. I do not say that they are inse{'ar
able, but they are reasonable and have the weight 
of high authority behind them. The second set 
of objections are based upon the view that a gold 
coinage would have no influence in supporting ex
change, for the simple reason that at a time of crisis 
the sovereign would disappear, it would stand at 
a high premium, and there will be no persJlading 
the people to release their hoardings of it jor the 
purposes of export. Until the sovereign becomes 
much more familiar and enters much more la.rgely 
into active circulation I think this objection is 
largely true. The question is whether it is advisable', 
to take means to increase the circulation in 
order to prevent the wholesale disappearance 
of the sovereign when, exchange shows signs 
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of weakness. The third and most uncompromising 
group bf objections to our gold currency comes 
from those who consider that the minting of gold 
.in India would be wasteful> expensive, and harmful. 
. Many competent observers consider that it would 
be • wasteful because our new sovereigns would be 
melted, or would disappear into hoards as soon 
as they are issued. I do not think my hon. friend 

,shares this vi~w, and I believe that experience alone 
will prove its truth or its falsehood . 

.. I would only remark that the hoarding and the 
melting of rupees was a constant trouble in the 
days when our mints were open to silver, and I 
personally believe that if sovereigns can be made 
to replace silver, or ornaments, in the hoards of 
the people we shall have advanced a decided step 
in the direction, not only of greater prosperity but 
of great stability in our exchange affairs. Some 
of our other critics, however, urge that the sovereign 
is an expensive coin, because we get no profits 
from it such as we do from the rupee, and because 
we should have to bear the loss of wear and tear. 
To this objection I cannot attach very much im
portance, knowing as I do the comparatively smaIl 
cost at which the gold currency of the United 
Kingdom was habilitated by the late Lord Goschen. 
The last argument in this group to which I need 
refer is the suggestion that our gold coinage would 
draw off a larger quantity of gold from the European 
markets than India obtains at present, and that 
consequently business and trade would suffe.r in the 
gold-using countries. This argument I must admit 
to be Qne of the most serious in the whole con
troV;.ersy;· because, if it is true, it sets the whole 

. of the int'erests of the gold-using countries against 
oUI'·proposaI. It is a matter on which various 
opinions may honestly be held: whether the opening 
of the mint to gold would in practice have the 
effect of enlarging our gold imports. It would 
certainly have the effect of bringing in a lower 
quantity of bullion and a smaller quantity of 
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sovereigns if 'there were a marginal profit, of the 
former, but would it have the effect of increasing 
the ,aglP"egate !luantity of gold of all sorts which 
comes ill to adjust the balance of trade l I have> 
now stated with perfect frankness the argum<;nts' 
against a gold comage for India. The arguments 
for such a coinage are in my honourable friend's. 
mind, and some of them have been skilfully. 
displayed in his opening speech.. • 

.. As I understand the position, he believes that 
the coinage of gold would enable large quantities 
of bullion which are now in the country to be con
verted into legal tender. He believes that with 
greater familiarity the sovereigns would pass more 
freely into active circulation. He hopes, and I 
also sincerely hope, that if this consummation is 
reached it will diminish the pressure upon us for 
the coinage of fresh ruyees and simplify our 
exchange difficulties. These in their turn are 
weighty considerations, and they are considera
tions which affect the practical outlook of the 
business man, who does not delude himself into 
the idea that the mere opening of the mints to 
gold would immediately provide a door for the 
export of superfluous currency in the form of 
sovereigns when exchange goes against us. I do 
not myself see any near prospects of that measure 
of assistance, but I readily admit that the coinage 
of gold, if it leads to a substantial and growing 
increase of the active circulation, will carry us some 
way in that direction and consequently 'in the 
direction of greater security and stability. I have 
now, as I undertook to do, laid before the-Council 
the pros and cons of this im.portant and attractive 
subject. As I explained, I can at the moment do
no more because the whole question, with the views 
of the Government of India upon it, awaits the 
final decision of the Secretary of State. If his 
decision meets the wishes of my honourable Uiend, 
no one will be more gratified than the present 
Finance Member." • • 

The motion was withdrawn. 
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SHALL INDIA'S GOLD STANDARD RESERVE BE 
HELD IN LONDON 1 

The following account of the debate in Calcutta. 
at the meeting of the Imperial Legislative Council 
of March 22, 1912, when Sir Vithaldass Thackersey 
moved that a substantial 'portion of the Gold 
Standard Reserve be held In India IN GOLD, is 
extracted from the Times ot India of March 25. 
1912. The Motion was lost by one vote only: -

.. Sir Vithaldass D. Thackersey then moved his 
resolution urging the holding of a substantial por
tion of the Gold Standard Reserve in gold from 
India. He said:-

.. , My lord, all the Chambers of Commerce have 
times out of number demanded that our Gold 
Standard Reserve should be held in gold in India. 
They have more than once pointed out the danger 
of either diverting any amount of this to any other 
purpose or to investing it permanently in gold 
securities. They have further pointed out that in 
case of panic or war the gold may not be available 
to us when we badly want it, and in that case it 
might be difficult, if not absolutely impossible, for 
India to maintain a gold standard. In these days, 
when the sensitiveness of the money market has 
become proverbial, it is easily conceivable how great 

. will be the loss that the people of this country would 
suffer, and to what great extent the prestige of the 
Government would be lessened, if there was the 
slightest reason to doubt that the gold in the Gold ... 
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Standard Reserve may not be readily available to 
maintain the exchange. All the labour of years in 
creating confidence in the outside world will be 
lost in a second. And for what purpose is all this. 
risk incurred? My friend the Hon. Sir James 
Meston, who has always proved himself a capable 
and sound financier, and whose elevation to the 
Lieutenant-Governorship of the United Provinces' is 
a matter of deep gratification to all of us, presented 
last year to this Council what he called .. the other 
side of the shield." He said that gold was located 
in London to simI?lify the duty of the Government 
of India in maintaIning the gold value of the rupee, 
as, when required to support our exchanges, it would 
be immediately available. It had been mentioned 
moreover, in the reply from the Government of 
India to the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, in 
May, 1907, that holding liquid gold in India would 
entail loss of interest which we at present earn by 
investment in gold securities .. I will, therefore, with 
your lordship's permission, deal also with this argu
ment. The rep1y to the first argument is that the 
location of gofd in India will not at all make the 
duty of the Government of India any more difficult 
in maintaining the gold value of the rupee. The 
calion this reserve is made only when it is required 
for export, and it will be as easy for the Government 
of India to deliver gold in India to those who 
want it in exchange for rupees as it is easy for 
the Secretary of State to deliver gold in London. 
If gold is required by the Secretary of State when 
he cannot se11 Council Bills it. can 'be exported 
almost immediately . 

.. • As to the second argument about' earning 
interest, I need only reI?eat what has been so often 
and so unanimously SaId by all the Chambers of 
C?mmerce !n India. and i?Y others who can speak 
With authonty on this subject! that Government are 
taking- a very great risk by this procedure. So long' 
·as thmgs move smoothly and no storm breaks, this 
kind of investment may bring us some income; but 
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it must not be forgotten, as the Bombay Chamber 
of Commerce wrote to Government in 1907, that 
the Gold Standard Reserve is being maintained for 
the sake of serious emergencies, and that should 
such- emergencies arise it might very easily hap~n 
that it will be extremely difficult to realise rapidly 
the securities. Indeed, the state of the money 
market brought about by the very emergency would 
probably be considerably aggravated if it entailed 
the realising of a large quantity of British securities, 
whereas if the reserve was a metallic one the position 
could be at once relieved. My lord, India is not 
the only country which has to maintain a metallic 
reserve of gold. The United States Treasury has 
the largest stock of gold held by any country in 
the world. On December 31, 1910, it amounted to 
over two hundred and thirty-three millions sterling 
-over eleven times our Gold Standard Reserve. 
Does the United States Government invest it in gilt
edged securities? In the same way France and 
Russia have large gold reserves-certainly many 
times more than our reserve. Why do they not 
invest them? They rightly realise that their credit 
and honour and existence stand upon the Gold 
Reserve, and they know that it may be required 
at any time in an emergency. I wish to speak 
with great respect of the Secretary of State·s 
advisers. They are eminent men, but it is only 
necessary to mention the positions they occupy in 
the world of London finance to show that, human 
nature being what it is, they cannot be expected 
to be wholly free from a certain bias. Lord Inchcape 
is a director of the National Provincial Bank of 
England, Ltd.-a very powerful bank. Sir Felix 
Schuster, Bart., is a director of the German Bank of 
London, Ltd., and also a governor of the Union of 
London and Smith's Bank, Ltd. Mr. Lawrence 
Currie is a managing partner in Glyn, Mills, and 
Currie & Co.-a large and powerful private bank
ing house. But, my lord, against the advice of these 
three eminent London financiers the Secretary of 
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State has before him the unanimous recommendation 
of independent experts well qualified to give sound 
advice on this subject, who constituted the Indian 
Currency Committee over which Sir Henry Fowler 
presided. This recommendation was to the effect 
that any profit made on the coinage of rupees should 
be kept in gold as a Special Reserve. The Secretar, 
of State is therefore incurring a very grave responsi - .' 
bility in disregarding independent advice. e' ,I 

... But, my lord, this does not exhaust our causes." 
for complaint. In addition to our Gold Standard 
Reserve, the Secretary of State has Withdrawn eight 
and one-third million pounds of our Paper Currency 
Reserve and many million pounds more out of our 
Treasury balances over llnd above his, Budget 
requirements. The cash balances in the hands of 
the Secretary of State in London In March, 1911, 
amounted to over sixteen and a 'half million pounds 
sterling, and this' year till the 19th of February the 
Secretary of State has drawn four million pounds in 
excess of this year's requirements for home charges, 
and still we have six weeks to run in this financial 
year. What is the object in Withdrawing such large 
amounts from India? In reply to the Hon. Mr. 
Armstrong's question in Simla in September last, 
inquiring whether much larger cash balances were 
now held in the Home Treasury than formerly, and, 
if so, the reasons for this, the hon. Finance member 
gave, amongst other explanations, .. the heavy sales 
of Council, Bills and Telegraphic Transfers in excess 
of the requirements of the Home Treasury." My 
lord, this explanation explains nothing. It is only 
a paraphrase of the question. To-day, while India 
clamours for money, and while the bank rate of 
interest on the security of Government Paper rules 
at 8 per ,cent. per annum, while the industry and 
commerce of the country suffer by the high rate of 
interest, and sometimes find difficulty in getting 
money at all, the Secretary of State has millions 
and millions of our cash invested by him at a 
nominal, rate of interest, with the London bankers 
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and financiers. A more unsatisfactory policy it is 
difficult to conceive. If even a portIOn of the 
amount lying in London had been available with 
our bankers, the present stringency of the money 
market would not have arisen and the commerce and 
industry of the country would greatly have bene
fited. Apart from the interests of commerce and 
industry, which must be dear to us, is it to the 
interest of Government itself and to the credit of 
India that such a monetary stringency should be 
allowed to happen when we have the means of 
relieving it? Is it to India's credit that on the 
security of its own promissory notes the holders 
should have to pay in the busy season a high rate 
of 8 per cent. to 9 per cent. per annum, which is 
more than double the rate paid by Government? 
How can we expect under such circumstances that 
Government Paper should be more popular? 

... In England everyone, from the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer down to the humble banker and 
financier, is seriously concerned about the steps to 
be taken to make British Consols popular. At 
present that is the principal topic in England. We 
In India export our available capital to London, 
and starve our banking institutions to the detriment 
of the popularity of our own paper. If means can 
be adopted by which we can prevent the enormous 
rise of the rate of interest in the busy season, I am 
sure-and that is the opinion of many bankers
that the price of Government Paper would stand 
at a much higher figure than now. Apart from this 
consideration, we have to bear in mind that this 
periodical tightness of the money market is a great 
hindrance to our industrial progress. Violent 
fluctuations are always to be deprecated. In Great 
Britain, while the bank rate varies from 3 per cent. 
to 5 per cent., a difference of 2 per cent., in India 
it varies from 3 per cent. to 8 per cent., a difference 
of 5 pe! cent. ~~ lord, this craving for India·s 
money In London IS so great, and the Secretary 
of State is so much influenced by the London money 
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market that this Council to-day may be said 
to be one of the biggest financial houses in 
London . 

.. • My lord, if our Gold Standard Reserve is kept 
in India in gold, we may be able in times of 
emergency to be of service to the London money 
market, while under the present policy in time of 
tmergency we may increase their difficulties by our, 
necessity to. withdraw the gold. A big money 
market like London will not be adversely affected 
by the gradual withdrawal of gold in normal times, 
but in times of trouble it may feel the pinch. With 
our gold in India, London will keep Its necessary 
stock of gold in the usual way,.- and in times of 
trouble we can help them with our gold, which will 
be an extra reserve. So looking from the point of 
view of England itself, it is an advantage that our 
gold should remain in India. There is a further 
advantage if our Gold Reserve is in India. Govern
ment have tried to popularise currency notes and 
meet the wishes of the commercial communities by 
making universal currency notes up to the value of 
one hundred rupees. They have not been able to 
make all currency notes universal because of the 
difficulty of meeting the demand of coins on 
presentation. With a large quantity of our gold 
m India and distributed over all important centres, 
in addition to the Currency Reserve, our power of 
successfully meeting any demand for coins will, be 
enormously increased. As years ,Pass and people get 
used more and more to gold coms, it may be pos
sible to make all currency notes universal. It will 
be an enormous advantage to trade and commerce, 
and at the same time it will still further popularise 
paper currency and largely increase its CIrculation. 
Those requirinl;t rupees for small business will get 
them by tendermg gold coins, just as they get small 
change and copper by representation of rupees. 
Time does not permit me to develop up this argu
ment any farther, but I hope I have been able to 
show that it is to the advantage of both India and 

17 
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England that our Gold Standard Reserve should be 
held in gold in India.' 

.. The Hon. Mr. Gokhale followed, and supported 
the resolution and congratulated the mover on his 
speech . 

.. The Hon. Mr. Ward did not propose that the 
whole of the reserve should be transferred to India. 
Sir Vithaldass's recommendation of the transfer 
related only to a '?ubstantial portion, and to that 
there could not be any reasonable Obi' ection . 

.. Sir G. Fleetwood Wilson said: • congratulate 
my hon. friend ~ir VithaIdass on this second excur
sion into the regions of pure finance, and on the 
vigour and lucidity with which he has handled a 
subject of no smaIl intricacy and difficulty. He has, 
as I have already said, the advantage of me in the 
freedom with which he can speak on subjects 
upon which my position, and the position of the 
Government of India in relation to the Secretary 
of State in Council, compels me to caution and even 
to silence. He must not, therefore, misjudll'e me 
if I cannot follow him over all the field which he 
has opened for us in the speech to which we have 
just listened. It would, for example, be wholly out 
of place for me to discuss his views regarding the 
financial advisers of the Secretary of State and the 
influence which they exercise on the disposition of 
our Indian resources. The responsibility of the 
Secretary of State in Council is one and undivided, 
and we cannot discuss his policy as if it were the 
policy of individuals. I can only undertake to place 
before the Secretary of State the expert financial 
opinion which the hon. gentleman represents in 
India, and to ask that it receive due consideration 
along with the expett opinion which his lordship 
obtains in England. Nor, even if I had the same 
freedom as Illy hon. friend, would it be possible for 
me in the time at my disposal to examine with 
sufficient care the wide variety of topics over which 
he has ranged. Let me take, for example, the 
question of our high balance-sheet. I am quite at 
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one with Sir Vitbaldass in holding that high Treasury 
balances, whether held in England or in India,' are 
in ordinary circumstances wrong and wasteful. High 
balances in ordinary circumstances are an indication 
that we have borrowed more than is actually neces
sary. But it . would require a somewhat detailed 
analysis to place the Council in a position to judge 
whether the recent history of our Treasury balance 
justifies this condemnation. I should have to point 
out to what extent money has been accumulated in 
London to meet large payments for the redemption 
of railway debenture which are shertly due . 

• '~ • I should have to connect our opium windfall 
with the India Bills, which, I hope, we are now on 
the eve of withdrawing; and I should, no doubt, 
have to add a number of other qualifications' before 
I could answer with confidence the point which my 
hon. friend has taken. Similarly with his arguments 
in favour of lending out our balances to banks in 
India. This is also a question to which there are 

'two sides, and an examination ot it would involve a 
lengthy and probably a somewhat dull dissertation 
on' the metallic basis of credit in our Indian money 
market. To take only one other instance of the wide 
range of my friend's speech, I should have to go in 
some detail into the theory of the £onvertibility of 
our currency notes if I were going to attempt an 
adequate reply to his' suggestion for a wider dis
persal of our gold resources as a reserve against 
our paper currency. I must, however, avoid these 
and other fascinat10g by-paths into which the hon. 
member invited me to stray; and I must retum to 
the literal phrasing of his motion-namely, that a 
substantial portion of the Gold Standard Reserve 
should be held in India. Now, I take it that if 
Sir Vithaldass had his own 'Way he would transfer 
ten or fifteen millions sterlin&" from London to Cal! 
cutta. It would come out 10 sovereigns, and we 
should then have to decide whether to keep it in 
sovereig·ns or to lend it out, as in London, to the 
banks and on approved short-term securities. My 
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hon .•. friend has not said definitely which of these 
two courses he would follow, but from the general 
tenor of his arguments I gather that he would not 
be averse to assisting the industry of India on 
reasonable terms. He has drawn attention, in the 
most reasonable and proper manner, to the great 
fluctuation in the rates of interest in this country. 
and to the prejudicial effect which these fluctuations 
must have on trade and business. He believes that 
a more liberal handling of the Government balances 
would steady the position, and I may, therefore, for 
the sake of argument, assume that he would not be 
unwilling to see our Gold Standard Reserve, or 
some part of it, lent out on approved security. Now. 
if this happened it is quite possible that the market 
would be materially assisted for the moment . 

.. 'It seems to me that there is no real com
. parisem between the inconvenience, on the one hand, 
of having gold locked up here, six thousand miles 
from the place where it is wanted and where it can 
be efficiently employed, and the convenience, on the 
other hand, of holding a large quantity of gold on 
securities which ,:Iosely approach gold in. their 
stability, which we are in a/osition to sell by cable 
the moment that it is wante and at the place where 
it is going to be used. Sir Vithaldass has supported 
his arguments by a number of subsidiary considera
tions in favour of moving our gold from London 
to India. He points out, for example, that other 
great countries keep large reserves of liquid gold 
in their stronjl"holds. I am quite clear· of the extent 
to which he IS thinking of g,old which is stored by 
Government to provide for the encashment of con
vertible notes, and I think it will be' found that in 
the countries which he mentions a considerable pro
portion of their holdings is necessitated by the size 
of their paper currency. He also urged that our 
gold would be useless to us in London in the event 
of war or panic. If by panic he means an acute 
financial crIsis, I can only repeat what I have said 
before in another connection, that the Secretary of 
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State has deliberately accepted full responsibility for 
making the reserve available when required fur the 
purpose for which it was created.' In the event of 
war, I do not'see how our gold would be in 'any 
degree more useful in India than in London. If the 
trouble were in this country, we should have all the' 
and anxietY,and expense of practising it. If the war 
were in Europe, it might be perfectly impossible ta 
ship gold, from India to the European markets, anti 
it would remain useless in oUP hands. Finally, Sir 
VithaIdass has alluded to the feeling that the Gold 
Reserve is our ~ money, and that, as a matter of 
national pride, it should be in our own country as 
a visible possession. I know that such sentiment 
exists, and I am far from despising sentiment even 
in matters financial; but I cannot seriously think 
that it should be weighed for a moment against the 
practical convenience and value of holding our gold 
In the place where it can best serve the interests Qf 
India. I much. regret that I am unable to accept 
the hon. member's motion.' 

.. Sir V. D. Thackersey expressed his regret at' 
Government's inability to accept his resolution, and 

.characterised the Finance Metttber's speech as half
hearted. He once more triticised the representation 

.of City banking interests on the· Secretary Df State's 
Council, and deprecated their method of using the 
Indian Gold Standard Reserve. • ' , 

.. The resolution was 'negatived by 34 voting 
against and 33 voting for." ' 

'\. 
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MESSRS. SAMUEL MONTAGU & CO.'S FALLACIES 

The following extracts from leading articles in 
the Times of India give that newspaper's estimate 
of the value of Messrs. Montagu's opiruons on Indian 
cur,ency questions :-

.. Messrs. Samuel Montagu & Co., the London 
bullion-brokers, have set themselves up as apologists 
for the management of Indian currency affairs, 
although they do not appear to possess any special 
qualifications entitling them to .undertake the part . 
. They cannot be said to be currency experts, for 
it is not long since they gave expression to the 
spurious doctrine that the bimetalhc character of 
the currency reserves maintained the ratio of fifteen 
rupees to the sovereign. Nor have they shown much 
exact knowledge of our currency affairs, for amongst 
other grotesque reasons which they latf;ly advanced 
to prove that the Indian public ought to be content 
with the administration of the currency they stated 
that it was an advantage to have a token coinage 
such as silver rupees capable of rapid expansion 
at the least possible expense, whereas no such 
advantage exists, seeing the cost to India of all 
additions to the token coinage is the same as the 
cost of a gold coinage. We should have thought 
that after such an exhibition of inability to appre
ciate the fundamental principles of a gold standard 
and the real position of India's token coinage they 
would have refrained from further attempts to defend ... 
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the management of the currency. They are, how
ever, not so easily abashed. In their latest circular 
to hand they comment on our recent article giving 
an explanation of the rise in prices that took place 
from 1904 to 1907, and draw special attention to 
the statement that • no other country iIi the world 
now ventures to add so largely to its token currency.' 
They admit that the assertIon is quite tI1Ie, but 
they say: • It must be remembered that no other 
country in the world, whose currency is based on 
gold, possesses a population of over.,300 million 
souls, the vast bulk of whose wage-earners have 
an income considerably under £10 a year, and 
are thus precluded from taking gold, into' daily use.' • 
No one will dispute that a gold currency would be 
a superfluity for that portion of the public whose 
breadwinners' income IS as stated, and we are' not 
aware that anyone has proposed anything so absurd. 
It is not a fair statement of the case to $uggest. 
that that is the proposition put forward by those 
who demand a gold currency. If we eliminate the 
mass of people to whom a gold currency would be 
a useless luxury, there would still be left a largfl 
population who would not be precluded from using 
gold coins as currency, and it is to serve their 
currency requirements that the demand for a gold 
coinage has arisen" (December I, 1911). 

* * * * * 
.. Messrs: Montagu go on to say that it is a known 

fact that the > Indian Treasury has never ·refused to 
issue either sovereigns or silver rupees on demand, 
and if the people of India require gold for circulation 
they have but to ask and it will be available. Not 
one of these statements is strictly accurate. 
Sovereigns have been refused when they were 
held in large quantity, and not long a~o they were 
not available at all in many treasurIes. Rupees 
also ran short at one time in at least one currency 
office. And the assertion that gold would be avail
able if the public wanted and asked for gold for 
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circulation is an exaggeration. Requests for gold 
would have to be on a oomparatively small scale, 
else they could not be met. Messrs. Montagu admit 
that there has been redundancy of rupees which has 
again been absorbed into the circulation, and they 
assert that the redundancy was directly caused by 
the demand of the Indian people in the height of 
their prosperity. The officIal version was that the 
demand for rupees came from trade. Messrs. 
Montagu apparently see that that contention could 
not be substantiated, and they throw the blame on 
to the public. They forget that the Indian people 
had no option given to them. Rupees are unlImited 
legal tender and could not be refused. To compel 
the public to take rupees and then to tum round 
and say the people demanded them is to trifle with 
the- question. The theory seems to be that the 
public wanted rupees, otherwise they would have 
presented them at the currency offices or treasuries 
to be exchanged for sovereigns" (December I, 
19 11 ). -

* * * * * 
.. It is not surprising that Messrs. Montagu do 

not clearly describe the measures undertaken to 
• support the great unsound experiment of attempting 

to hold exchange steady without the usual accom
paniment of a gold currency. These cannot be 
defended. They constitute an intolerable and unfair 
burden on the public. Messrs. Montagu brush aU 
such consideratIOns aside,. Given plenty of time, 
they say, adequate reserves will be accumulated 
by the methods adopted, and there will be no neces
Sity for a large loan to form gold reserves. But 
is the cost to the public of those methods not to be 
reckoned? Is the pursuit of a steady exchange on 
the lines hitherto followed to be persevered with, no 
matter what it costs? Is there to be no attempt to 
get on to the sound principles originally laid down 
to secure a steady exchange through the usual means 
of a gold currency? The fact that the authorities 
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see the necessity for much larger gold reserves 
than were formerly deemed neceSsary reveals the 
weakness of the system and condemns it at the 
same time. A colossal blunder has been made 
and the consequences must be faced; but it will 
not help matters to make the public pay the piper 
before that is necessary by making them provlde 
cash balances for a second reserve in London, as 
it were, by stealth. Messrs. Montagu hardly state 
the case fairly when they say the methods adopted 
obviate the necessity of a large loan to form a Gold 
Reserve. The public do not understand from that 
way of putting it that they are providing reserves 
out of their own pockets and that they have not 
been given any option of either paying up for 
reserves or borrowing for that purpose, and by 
borrowing having only the interest to pay. They 
do not understand that existing methods are costing 
far more than a pure gold currency, and that our 
steady exchange is the most expensive in the world. 
It will not do to ,a<;ld insult to injury, like Messrs. 
Montagu, by saying there are only sentimental and 
no practical reasons for the outcry against present 
methods. Nor is it of any use to mislead the public, 
as Messrs. Montagu do, when they advise that the 
wise course lies in accustoming the public to use' 
sovereigns and rupees side by side and in building 
up' a sufficient reserve from the profits on coining 
sliver. It is futile to endeavour to get sovereigns 
to circulate side by side with rupees so long as no 
limit is placed on the isslles of fresh rupees. The 
lessons of currency history are clear on that point. 
Even the short experience of the gold standard in 
India teaches the same lesson. Many millions of 
sovereigns have passed into the circulation and dis
appeared. Inferior coins, if numerous enough, will 
always drive out superior coins from the circula
tion. The greed for coinage profits must be given 
up. It is debauching. It has debauched the 
London authorities into taking from the pockets 
of the public for Gold Reserves, while making it 
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appear that they were depending on reserves from 
coinage profits alone" (February I, 1912). 

* * * * .* 
.. Messrs. Montagu are not over particular about 

their facts, as we .have already seen. Nor is it 
surprising that they should endeavour to' pooh I' 
pooh I the cost to India of the measures now being 
carried out of building up Gold Reserves in London. 
With callous indifference to the Indian taxpayer, 
they doubt whether those new reserves entail expense 
to the natives of India; they say it is a most 
debatable !,oint indeed; but the matter cannot be 
dismissed In that way. In two years' Government 
have sent home about sixteen millions sterling, which 
we must assume, in the absence of any definite 
information on the subject, has been used for the 
new reserves. Does that not mean that the reserves 
are entailing heavy expense to the taxpayer? But, 
it is said, the cost, if any, can' be but a mere trifle 
compared to the loss of interest involved by holding 
a huge stock of gold in India .'so that notes can be 
redeemed in gold or silver absolutely at the option 
of the holder, for that would necessitate prOVIding 
every place of encashment with an amount of gold 
and also an amount of silver each equal to the face 
value of the notes likely to be presented. In other 
words, the cost is a trifle compared with the cost 
of something else which is not necessary and which 
nobody wants. That is the sort of palliation Messrs. 
Montagu offer to the public for making them pro
vide very large cash reserves for use in London. 
Gold reserves are being built up in London to 
maintain the ratio of fifteen rupees to the sovereign. 
If the reserves were located in India, Messrs. 
Monta~ endeavour to make it appear that they 
would be wanted merely to ensure the redemption 
in either rupees or gold of the note issue. The 
alternative is said to be limiting the legal tender 
of rupees, which is only another gross absurdity. 
The real alternative is to make a fresh start and 
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get on' to the correct principles and systems 
originally and authoritatively laid down, and to 

, ahandon • the, methods which sacrifice the true 
interests of this country so that London may 
beq«;tit" (March 16, 1912). 
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PROPOSED DRAFT BILL BY THE HON. MR. WEBB 

An Act to amend the Indian Coinage Act, 1906. 
WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the Indian 

Coin~ge Act, 1906, in manner hereinafter appearing, 

It is hereby enacted as follows :-
t. (a) This Act may he called the Indian 

Coinage Amendments Act, 191 2. 
(b) It extends to the whole of British India, 

inclusive of British Baluchistan, the 
Santhal Parganas, and the Pargana of 
Spiti. 

2. In this Act .. the Gold Standard Reserve 
Fund" includes the existing Gold Standard Reserve 
Fund and all sums already received to the credit of 
the Gold Reserve Fund and the Gold Standard 
Reserve Fund from the coinage of new ruyees and 
half-rupees and all other sources since the 26th June, 
1893. 

3. After Section 3 of the Indian Coinage Act, 
1906, hereinafter called .. the said Act," the 
following sections shall be inserted:-

Oold Coinage. 
(4) The following gold coins shall be coined 

at the Mint for issue under the authority of the 
Governor-General in Council: namely, 

(a) A Gold Mohur or Indian sovereign. 
(b) A Pagoda or Indian half-sovereign. 

2$1 
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(b) 
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The Standard weight of the Gold 
Mohur or Indian sovereign shall 
be 123'27447 grains troy; and 
its standard fineness shall be as 
follows: namely, eleven -twelfths . 
fine gold and one-twelfth alloy. 

The Pagoda or Indian half
sovereign shall be of propor
tionate weight and of the same 
fineness, 

Provided that, in the making of gold coins 
a remedy shall be allowed of an amount not 
exceeding the following, namely:-

DeoomiDaUon of Coiu. Remedy Allowance. 

we~1~!!.er MUlesimal 
FinenUIII. 

Gold Mohur or Indian Sovereign '0. 0'20 grains. 

Pagoda or Indian half:sovereign ... 0'15 II 

(6) Where any person brings to the Mint 
any gold bullion, such bullion shall be assayed 
and coined and delivered out to. such person, 
without any charge for such assay or coining, 
or for waste in coinage, . 

Provided that-

(a) If the fineness of the whole of the 
bullion so brought to the Mint is 
such that it cannot be brought to 
the standard fineness wider this 
Act of the coin to be coined 
thereout, without refining some 
portion of it, the Inaster of the 
Mint may refuse to receive, assay, 
or coin such bullion. 
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(b) Where the bullion so brought to 
the Mint is finer than the standard 
fineness under this Act of the coin 
to be coined thereout, there shall 
be delivered to the person bring
ing the same such additional 
amount of coin as is propor
tionate to such superior fineness. 

No undue preference shall be shown to any 
person under this section, and every person 
shall have priority according to the time at 
which he brought such bullion .to the Mint. 

I. In Section 4 of the said Act, after the words 
.. silver coins" the word" only" shall be omitted. 

8. In .Section 10 of the said Act, Clause (a), 
after the word .. all ". the words" gold, silver, nickel, 
and bronze" shall be inserted, and the words 
"referred to in Sections 4, 6, and 8" shall be 
omitted. 

6. In Section 1 0 of the said Act, Sub-section 2, 
after the word .. designs " the words .. of the 8:01d 
coins coined under this Act shall be those prescribed 
for the British sovereign and half-sovereign; and" 
shall be inserted. 

7, After Section 1 0 of the said Act, the following 
Section shall be inserted:-

(14) The Gold Mohur or Indian sovereign 
and the Pagoda or Indian half-sovereign shall 
be a legal tender (as the equivalent of fifteen 
rupees and seven and a half rupees respec
tively) for a payment of any amount, 

Provided that the gold coins, 
(a) Have not lost weight so as to be 

less than 122'5 grains for the 
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Gold Mohur or Indian sovereign 
and 6 I' I2 5 grains for the Pagoda 
or Indian half -sovereign. 

(b) Have not been defaced. 

8. After Section 20 of the said Act the following 
sections shall be inserted :-

(25) The Governor-General in Council may 
from time to time issue to the master of the 
Mint out of the general revenues of the 
Government of India such sums as may be 
necessary to enable him to purchase bullion in 
order to provide supplies of coin for the public 
service. 

(26) All sums received by the master of 
the Mint in payment for rupees and half-rupees 
produced from silver bullion purchased for 
coinage shall, after the cost of the silver bullion' 
used in the manufacture of the said rupees 
and half -rupees has been deducted, be kept 
separate from . the general revenues of the 
Government of India and paid into the Gold 
Standard Reserve Fund. 

(27) The Gold Standard Reserve Fund shall 
be held in India in gold. 

9. Sections 4 to 10 inclusive of the said Aot 
shall be re-numbered 7 to I 3 res~ctively; Sec
tions I I to 20 inclusive of the saId Act shall be 
re-numbered IS to 24 respectively; and Sections 21 
to 24 of the said Act shall be re-numbered 28 to 31 
respectively. . 
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The, object of this Bill is to give effect to the 
recommendations of the Indian Currency Committee, 
1898• 

Notes on Clauses. 
Clause :3.-The additional sections are taken from 

the British Coinage Act; the weight, fineness, and 
remedy for "the Gold Mohur and Pagoda are exactly 
the same as those of the British sovereign and half
sovereign. 

Clause 7.-The legal tender clause 'has been 
ado{>ted from the legal tender provisions of the 
British Coinage Act. 

Clause 8.-The new sections are to give powers 
to the Government of India to provide coins for 
the public use as may be found expedient, to pro
vide for profits on the manufacture of rupees and 
half-rupees being carried to the Gold Standard 
Reserve Fun<~, and to provide for the retention of 
the Gold Standard Reserve Fund in gold in India. 
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MR. E. SAMvEL'MONTAGU, M.P., DECLlNES TO 
INFORM THE HOUSE 'OF COMMONS TO WHOM 
£10,1'00,000 OF THE GOvERNMENT OF INDIA'S 
MONEY HAS BEEN SECRETLY LENT IN LONDON. 

, . 
The followfug, extracts from the proceedings of 

the' H()use of Commons have a close bearing uJ;>On 
some- ,', of the questions raised in the foregomg 
'pa~s:7.' 

Friday, May 10, 1912,. 
'HOUSE OF COMMONS. 

INDIAN GOVERNMENT CASH BALANCE IN LONDON. 
Mr. ToucJq:' asked the Under-Secretary of State 

for India if he could say what was the cash balance 
held by the Secretary of State for India in London 
apart from the Gold Standard Reserve, 'and what 
were the immediate requirements in respect of such 

. balance ,;...hQw much of the cash balance was lent on 
. security ancfhow muCh'without seeurity';-!iowmucll
to banks and how much to other approved borrowers, .' 
and at what rate; and could he,give the names of 
the approved borrowers. , 

Mr. MONTAGU: The cash balance held by the 
Secretary of State for ,India in London (apart from 
the Gold Standard Reserve) on the evening of the 
6th instant was £17,568,485. The Estimates for 
1912-13 provide for the discharge during' the 
remainder of the financial year of debt (India 
sterling bills, India bonds, and Indian railway 
debentures) amounting to £5,417,600, in addition to 
the usual expenditure (with the nature of which the 
han. member is no doubt familiar) on revenue and 
capital account, and anticipate that by the end of 
the financial year the cash balance will have been 
reduced to £6,721,849. The balance of £17,568,485 
on May 6th was held as follows: £6,915,000 
deposited. with seven banks' without security; 
£ I 0, 100,000 lent on security to approved borrowers·; 
£553,485 held on current account at the Bank of .... ' 
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England. The rates of interest varied from '21 per 
cent. to 3! per cent. per annum, according to the 
period of the deposit or loan. The Secretary of 
State does not consider it desirable to publish the 
names of the approved borrowers. 

Thursday, May 9, 1912. 
THE DUTY ON SILVER IMPORTS INTO INDIA. 
Sir J. D. REES asked the Under-Secretary of State 

for India whether the duty lately imposed on silver 
bullion imported into India was intended to be per
manent in tharacter; whether its effect had been 
to cause the natives of India to hoard gold instead 
of silver, thereby depleting our Gold Reserves, caus
ing the rates of exchange with China to fall, 
stimulating the competition of the latter country's 
products with those of Great Britain, and causing 
white men's wages to fall as the price of white men·s 
food rose; and, if so, whether the imposition of the 
duty would come under reconsideration. 

Mr. MONTAGU: The duty was raised in 1910 to 
its present level with the object of providing a per
manent addition to Indian revenues. There is no 
reason to attribute to this cause the alleged tendency 
of the Indian people to hoard gold. Both the world 
price of silver and the exchange with China have 
improved since the duty was raised. There is no 
intc;ntion to reconsider the duty. 

Tuesday, April 30, 1912. 
THE INDIAN GOLD STANDARD RESERVE. 

Mr. TOUCHE asked the Under-Secretary of State 
for India if he could say .what was the high,est 
amount the Gold Standard Reserve had ever reached, 
and at what date; also what was the lowest sum it 
was afterwards reduced to by the sale of drafts on 
London to maintain exchange, and at what date; 
and what was the amount at which it now stood. 

Mr. MONTAGU: The highest amount reached 
by the Gold Standard Reserve is that at which it 
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now stands, namely,. £19,II8,946, made up as 
follows :-

Sterling securities (market value at April 13. 191.) 16 • .#4.744 
Cash held at short notice in London 1,110,900 
Rupees held in India (equal to) 1.934.303 

Total ... . .. £l90UB.946 

The lowest figures at which the sterling portion 
of the reserve stood after the sale of drafts on 
London in 1908 was in October of that year, when 
the reserve was valued at £18,020,057. made :up 
.as follows:-

Sterling securities. at market value .;. £5.966.724 
Rupees held in Iudia (equal to) •.. £12.053.333 

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS AND THE GOLD NOTE 
ACT. 

Mr. TOUCHE- asked the Under-Secretary of State 
for India if he could say on how many occasions 
since the introduction of the Gold Note Act, giving 
dates, the Government of India had refused to give 
rupees in India by telegraphic transier- against·· 
sovereigns tendered in London at 1/4 5-32 ,(the 
bullion point), and the reasons for such refusal, see
ing the profit on the operation; and what were the' 
amounts of the rupee currency reserves and the note 
circulation at these dates, and what were they now_ 

Mr. MONTAGU: Since the introduction of the 
present currency system I can trace only one 
occasion on which the Secretary of State has refused 
to sell telegraphic transfers at 1/4 5-32 the rupee, 
namely, on January 10, 1 <}oo. The reason for the 
refusal was that there was a danger of the stock of 
ruJ?Ces in the possession of the Government of India 
bemg reduced below the limit of safety. At the 
date mentioned the rupees in the Paper Currency 
Reserve amounted to 754 lakhs and the note cir
culation to 2,587 lakhs. The corresponding, figures 
for the latest date for which full information is 
available are, rupees in Paper Currency Reserve, 
1,245 lakhs; note circulation, 5,823 lakhs. 
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Thursday, MaTch 21, 1912. 
GOLD IMPORTS INTO INDIA. 

Mr. BIGLAND asked the Under-Secretary of State 
for India if, in view of the fact that the imports of 
gold into India were, 'respectively, in 1910 and 191 I, 
£17,911,0:00 and £17,724,poo, for iPlports and 
exports on private· account only, he would state 
whether there had been any further shipments of 
gold on Government account during these two years. 

Mr. MONTAGU: With the exception of a shipment 
from India of £2,0.00 in 1910 there were no ship
ments of gold to or from India on Government 

·account in 1910 or in 191 I. 

Tuesd.ay, Marek 19. 1912. 
THE SALE OF .cOUNCIL DRAFTS. 

Colonel YATE asked the Under-Secretary of 
State for India whether, in view of the sum of money, 
viz., £17,953,995, exclusive of the Gpld Standard 
Reserve, that he now holds at ,the' Government of 
India's credit in London, he ,..ould consider the 
advisability of teasing .the' saIe : of 'his drafts'" on 
India, as their saIecmight.reduce the normal flow of 
gold to India in·settlementof the balance of trade. 

Mr. MONTAGU: The Secretary of State haa every 
reason to believe that the cessation of the saIe of his 
drafts on lndia would inflict a most damaging blow. 
on Indian trade and would be received with conster
nation by those engaged therein. Gold has in the 
present year flowed to India to an exceptionally large 
amount: the sum held in gold in Government 
treasuries is unprecedented; and the' Government 
holding is made freely available to the public in 
exchange for rupees. 

MO!lday; MaTch II, 1912. 
INDIAN GOVERNMENT CASH BALANCE IN LONDON. 
. Colonel Y ATE asked the Under-Secretary of State 
for India what was the amount of the cash baIance at 
J>resent held by the Secretary of State in London to 
the credit of the Government of India. 

Mr. MONTAGU: The actual balance standing to 
the credit of the Secretary of State on the evening. 
of March 8th, exclusive of the amount held on 
account of the Gold Standard Reserve, was 
£17,953,995 18s. 3d • 
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INDIA AND THE EMPIRE. 
A CONSIDERATION OF THE TARIFF PROBLEM. 

BY 

M. DE P. WEBB, c.I.E. 
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&I An admirable exposition of the possibilities of India's participation 
in a scheme of Imperial Preference .. . • written with the vigorous 
pen of a man ardent in controversy ••• an able, eloquent, and detailed 
consideration of the problem, infused by a lofty spirit of patriotism •.. 
deserving of careful ezamination at the bands of all parties."-TII<: 
Titwe.S. 

II There bas been no such clear exposition of the position of India 
onder an Imperial Tarilf as is to be found in this book:'-Globe. 

II Special importance is given to it by an Introduction from the pen 
of Sir Edward Lawo"-Athenm,," . 

.. An excellent study-argned with great force."-TII<: Daily Mail. 

II A very instructive contribution to the literature of Tariff Reform." 
-TIl. o .. 1lDok. 

"Written in a clear and convincing manner .. . . of great interest 
and valu .... -T/u au. .. ber t1f""" ..... u J ...... ull. 

n Very ably written ••• every point of oi ... is discussecJ."-BrilisIJ 
TrIllkJ_I • 

.. Mr. Webb's reasoning is always lucid and generally convincing: ... 
His facts are marshalled with conciseness and precision."-TIIe 
lI.,..i.., Po". 

II Most admirably done .... -Tlte Referee • 

.. Th. book wiD be w.lcomed by all Tarilf Reformers as supplying 
them with fresh ammunition. "-Aberdeen Fru Press. 

It The reader will find here perhaps as clear a statement of the case 
for Preference as is obtainable."-The Bmtol Daily Mercury. 

iD~~tr~O~le~M~tt~~d 6~g:'~ ~t!:~:~U:P~hO:'i::~ i! 
our sales during the last four years is greater than the sales of the 
United. States, Germany. and France put together is sad nonsense.u
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U India is the. greatest problem in the British Empire, and it is men 
like Mr. Webb and Sir Edward Law who help towards the 801ution 
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II A luminous exposition of Tariff Reform in connection with India:' 
-Morning Post (Delhi). 

II This book should be read by all who desire to understand the 
position of India in relation to Imperial Preference. "-Indian Daily 
Telegraph. 

II A very interesting book . • • a sober and well-reasoned effort to 
show why the maxims of the Cobden school are not applicable to the 
East:·-Madras Mail. 

U Mr. Webb's book bas many g&xi and useful qualities and mould 
be read by all who desire to understand at least one side of the great 
Tariff Reform. movement."-Adwcate o/lndia. 

1& No one can rise from the reading of the last of Mr. Webb'. 
publications without being impressed by the high .tandpoint from 
which he regards the question of India's interest in a policy of Imperial 
Preference. We know of nothing in the abundant literature which 
the discussion of this subject has evoked in which a loftier purpose 
is displayed, or in which npression is given to a broader .pirit of 
Imperial pamotism."-Tlu Times o/lndia. 

d Very lucid and convincing ..•• Demand is the one all·important 
essential on which Mr. Webb lays emphasi •.•.. An admirable treatise 
which every merchant interested in the trade of India would do well 
to study."-Madras Times. 

II Mr. Webb has brokeD new ground in the science of Economics. 
. . • His idea is a great one. It riddles holes through the ordinary 
textbooks and gives its author a name and place among those writen 
whose treatises have most in8uenced the science of Political Economy." 
-Thf Bombay Gazette. I 
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-- See also Nos. 11-13, 83-87t 100, 101, 120, 14[. 
China.. See No. '32. 

22 Chinese Imperia.! Maritime Customs. Reports on 
Trade, Medical Reports, and Reports on Special 
Subjects, .sucb as The Soya Bean of Manchuria, Silk, 
Opium, Chinese Language, Music, &c. Issued by Au· 
thority of the Inspector General of the Chinese Imperial 
Maritime Customs. List senl, posl/ree, on application. 

23 Church, Be Loya.! to your. By W. Bulstrode. Crown 
8vo. 44. (Inland Postage Itl.) 

24 Coa.!, Foreign Trade in. No. I of the Publications of 
the Departments of Economics of the University 
College of South Wales and Monmouthshire by H. 
Stanley Jevons, M.A., F.S.S, Svo. 1(. (Inland 
!'Qstal;e I itl.) 
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Colbert, Jean Baptiste. Sa No. 55. 
25 Columbia Uninrsity, New York. Studies in History, 

Economics, and Public Law. Edited by tbe Faculty of 
Political Science at Columbia University. List of tms 
series (46 fJOlumes) sent, post free, on appli&ation. . 

Commeroe. See Nos. 9. 94. 113.124. uS, 163. 173-181• 

Commeroial Gambling: Works by Charles William 
Smith:-

.6 -- .. ORIGINAL" THIIORIES UPON DEPRESSION IN TRADE, 
AGRICULTURE, AND SILVER. Price .s. (Inland Postage 
.d.) 

'7 -- COMMERCIAL GAMBLING: .the· Principal Cause of 
Depression in Agriculture and Trade. Price .s. (Ipland 
Postage .d.) 

.8 -- THE PRESS ON COMloIERCIAL GAMBLING. Price 64. 
(Inland Postage Id.) . 

"9 -- SOUTH AFRICAN WAil. AND THE· BEAR OPERATOR. 
CroWD 8vo. os. net. 

30 -- CHARLES W. SMITH'S" REPLY" to the Final Report 
of the British Royal Commission on Agriculture on 
the Question of .. International Gambling in • Fictitious' 

. Produce and Silver. under the Option and Future Settle
ment Systems." Price .s. (Inland Postage .d.) 

31 -- PRICE-FAMINES--THE RESULT OF "CORNERS." The 
Crime of tbe Century. Price IS. (Inland Postage Id.) 

3' -- THE TIl.ANSLATED EWTION OF .. THE RUIN 01' 
THE WORLD'S AGRICULTURE AND TRADE."-"Inter· 
national Fictitious Dealings in Futures of Agricultural 
Prod~ and Silver, with their Effect on Prices." By 
Dr. G. Riihland, of Berlin. Prefaced by C. W. Smith. 
Price IS. 6d. (Inland Postage .d.) 

33 -- FREE TIl.ADE AND PROTECTION under tbe International 
Option and Future Systems, 1846 to 1.904. Price IS. 6d. 
(Inland Postage ¢.) 

34 -- THE ECONOMIC RUIN OF THE WORLD: International. 
Commercial, and Financial Gambling in Options and 
Futures (Marches A Terme). Price 5s. (Inland Pos
tage ¢.) 
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Commercial Gambling-eontinued 
35 -- A MANIFESTO ON INTERNATIONAL, FINANCIAL, AND 

COMMERCIAL GAMBLING in Options and Futures 
(Marches a Terme) : The World's Greatest Perils. Price 
6d. (Inland Postage Id.) 

36 -- A MANIFESTO ON INTERNATIONAL, FINANCIAL, AND 
COMMERCIAL GAMBLING in Options and Futures 
(Marches a Terme) in conjunction with Free Tmde 
and Protection. Price IS. (Inland Postage Id.) 

37 -- A MANIFESTO ON INTERNATIONAL, FINANCIAL, AND 
COMMERCIAL GAMBLING: LABOUR fl. CAPITAL (No.3)' 
Crown 4tO. IS. (Inland Postage Id.) 

38 -- PRIMAL ROOT·CAUSES OF THE FINANCIAL LoSSES 
OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND"nS76-1911. By 
Charles William Smith. Crown 4tO. IS. (Inland 
Postage Id.) 

39 Commons, House of, and Taxation. By Archer Wilde. 
Demy Svo. 6d. (Inland Postage id.) 

40 Communal Currency, An Example of. The Facts 
about the Guernsey Market House. Compiled from 
original documents. By J. Theodore Harris, B.A. 
With an Introduction by Sidney Webb, LL.B. Crown· 
Svo. Paper IS. (Inland Postage l!d.) 

4' Consols, British, and French Rentes. By C. A. 
Stanuell, M.A. Demy Svo. 6d. (Inland Postage Id.) 

4" Constitution and Gonrnment, British. By Pembroke 
Wicks. Crown SVO. Clotb, IS. (Inland Postage, 3d.) 

-- See also Nos. "5-117. 

Co-operation. 
43 -- INTERNATIONAL Co-OPERATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY. Com

piled and Edited by the Executive Committee of the 
International Co-opemtive Alliance. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 
7 s. 6d. (Inland Postage 44·) 

44 -- INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESS. Report of 
the Proceedings of tbe Seventb Congress of tbe Inter
national Co-opemtive Alliance held at Hamburg, Sep
tember, '9'0. Demy Svo. Pbotogmphs. 3" (Inland 
Postage 3d.) . 
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Co:c,peration-eonti .. ued. 

45 -- CO-OPERATION AT HOME AND ABROAD .• An Account. 
of the Co-operative Movement in Great Britain and other 
Countries. By C. R. Fay, M.A., D.Sc. Demy 8vo. 
Clo\h, [os. 6d. (Inland Postage 5d.) 

46 -- Co-oPERATIVE BANKING: Its PrinCiples and Practice. 
With a Chapter on Co· operative Mortgage·Credit. By 
H. W. Wolff. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 7S. 6d. (Inland 
Postage 44.) 

47 -- CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT BANItS: A help for the 
Labouring and Cultivating Classes. By H. W. Wolff. 
Crown 8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage [d.) 

48 -- CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT HANDBOOK. By H •. w. Wolff. 
Crown 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage .d.) . , 

49 -- CO-OPERATIVE FARMING. By W_ Bulstrode. A Re
new of the Causes which have led to the Exodus of 
the Villagers to the Towns, and a Suggestion for aNew 
Scheme on Commercial Principles. Crown 8vo. 3d. 
(Inland Postage Id.) 

-- See also Nos. [, ¥, 138,189, 190, 191, 247. 

49A Cost of LiYing. List of worles 0", post free 0" request. 
County Counoils. See No. 109. 

Currenoy. Se. No. 124. 

Danish Poor Relief System. See No. [49. 

Deolaration of London. 
50 -- DECLARATION OF LONDON. By William Adams. 

Demy 8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage Id.) 
51 -- BRITISH RiGHTS AT SEA. By F. E. Bray. Crown 8vo. 

u. (Inland Postage Id.) 
5' -- CAPTURE IN WAR ON LAND AND SEA. By Dr. Hans 

Webberg, of the University of Bonn. Translated from 
tbe German by H. Havelock. Witb a Preface by Jobn 
M. Robertson, M.P. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 5s. (Inland' 
Postage Jd.) 

-- See also No. 129. 
Demooracy. See Nos. 65, 104, 19" 
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Destitution. Se. Nos, 146, 147. 
53 Diphthel'ia. Report of the Bacteriological Diagnosis, and 

the Anti·Toxin Serum Treatment of cases admitted to 
the Hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylums Board during 
the years 1895-6. By G." Sims Woodhead, M.D. 
Foolscap, 7s. 6d. (Inland Postage 6d.) 

Drink. 
54 -- CASE FOR MUNICIPAL DRINK TRADE. 

R. Pease. Crown 8vo. Cloth, IS. 6d. 
(Inland Postage 3<1.) 

-- Se. also Nos. 212-222, 251. 

By Edward 
Paper, IS. 

55 Economio Policy of Colbert. By A. J. Sargellt, M.A. 
(In the Series of the London School of Economics.) 
CroWD Bvo. Cloth, 25. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

Education. 
56 -- EDUCATION, A SHORT HISTORY OF NATIONAL, IN 

THE UNITED KINGDOM. By T. Lloyd Humber.tone, 
B.Sc. Demy Bvo. Illustrated. 3d. (Inland Postage 2d.) 

57 -- EDUCATIONAL REVIEW. Edited by Nicholas Murray 
Butler, Professor of Philosophy and Education in 
Columbia University, and President of the University, 

The Educational Review, founded in 18<)1, commands the 
support of every prominent student of education, both in the 
United States and in Europe. It is the organ 0{ representative 
students of education j it is national and international in scope. 
and catholic in sympathy i its field of interest includes educa
tional work of every form or grade. 

Published Monthly, except in July and August, i.t., ten issuel 
per year. Annual subscription, 14S. 6d. 

SB -- EDUCATIONAL REVII!W. Analytical Index to Volumes 
I to 25 Uanuary, IB91, to May, 1903}. By Charles 
Alexander Nelson, Head Reference Librarian, Columbia 
University Library. Cloth bound, price ISS. (Post free 
ISS. ¥.) 

-- See also Nos. II, J2, 13, 20, 120, I4I. 

59 Egypt, Administration of Justice in. By H. R. 
Fox Bourne. Edited, with a Preface, by John M. 
Robertson, M,P. Demy Bvo, 223 pp. 6d. (Inland 
postage Id.) 
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60 Elections, Practioal Notes .on the. Management of. 
By Ellis T. Powell, LL.B. (In the Series of the 
London School of Economics.) Royal Bvo. <s. 6t1. 
(Inland Postage otl.) 

Employment. See Nos. 98-101, 176, IB7, 000. 
Engineering. See No. lIB. 

6i Factory Legislation, History of. By B. L. Hutchins 
and A. Harrison, D.Sc. With a Preface by Sidney 
Webb, LL.B. (In the Series of the London School of 
Economics.) Demy Bvo. Cloth, 6$. (Inland Pos-

. tage, .¢.) 
Farming. See Nos. r-4A, 49. 

Ii. Feeble-minded, Problem of the. An Abstract of the 
Report of the Royal Commission on the Care and 
Control of the Feeble-minded. With an Introduction 
by Sir Edward Fry, G.C.B., and Contrihutions by Sir 
Francis Gaiton, F.R.S., Rev. W. R. Inge, M.A., Pro
fessor A. C. Pigou, and Miss Mary Dendy. Demy Bvo. 
rs. (Inland Postage, .tI.) 

FestiYal of Empire. See No. 19I. 
Finanoe. 

63 -- LAND VALUES: An Open Letter to Small Owners on 
Form 4. A Plea for Common Sense. By Arthur R. 
Moon, LL.B., Solicitor. Crown Bvo. otl. (Inland 
Postage id.) 

-- See also Nos. 9, .6, 41, 94, 95, "3, 124, 125, 17 1, 
170. . 

Franoe. See Nos. 55. 128, 168 .. 
Free Trade.' 

64 -- ELEMENTS OF THE FISCAL PROBLEM. By L. G. 
Chiozza Money, M.P. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 3s. 6t1. 
(Inland Postage 3t1.) 

-- See also Nos. 14, 17, .6-3B, 167-170 •• 03-209. 
Germany. 

65 -- GERMAN SOCIAL DEMOCRACY. Six Lectures delivered at 
the London School of Economics. By the Hon. Bertrand 
Russell, B.A. With an Appendix on Social Democracy 
and Woman's Question in Germany, by Alys Russell, 
B.A. (In the Series of the London School of Econo
mics.). Crown Bvo. Cloth, 3$. 6ti. (Inland Postage 3t1.) 
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Gel'Dlany-eonti1lued 

66 -- GERMAN UNIVERSITIES. A Relliew of Professor 
Paulsen's Work on the German University System. By 
Mabel Bode, Ph.D. With a Preface and Appendix. 
Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage .d.) 

67 -- RISE AND TEN~ENCIES OF GERMAN TRANSATLANTIC 
ENTERPRISE. By Prof. Ernst von Halle, Ph.D., of the 
University of Berlin. Royal 8vo. 6d. (Inland Pos
tage Id.) 

68 -- THE GERMAN WORKMAN: A Study in National Effici
ency. By William Harbutt Dawson. A Survey of German 
Social Legislation and Social Reform Institutions, as they 
affect the Working-classes. Crown 8vo. Cloth,6s. (In
land Postage .¢.) 

-- See also Nos. '4, 5', 169, '73, 205'" 
Health. 

69 -- REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCE OF HEALTH
PROMOTING INSTITUTIONS, '9'0' Held in London, 
December, containing the Papers read and the Discus
sions thereon. Demy·8vo. 's. (Inland Postage 2d.) 

70 -- HEALTH VISITING. Letters from Miss Florence 
Nightingale on Health Visiting in Rural Districts. 
With a Prefatory Note by Sir Lauder Brunton, Bart., 
M.D. Demy 8vo. 3d. (Inland Postage ,d.) 

7' -- COMMUNAL AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY AS 
REGARDS HEALTH CONDITIONS. By Mark H. Judge. 
Reprinted from the Westminster Review. Demy 8vo. 
6d. net. (Inland Postage !d.) 

-- See also Nos. 75-80, 83-87, 9', '9'-12', 165,166, 
,85, 186. 

-- Spedal List of Publications tkalinc with Health Su!Jj«1s 
post fru on application. • 

History. 
7' -- SELECT DOCUMENTS ILLUSTRATING MEDIA!VAL AND 

MODERN HISTORY. A Text Book for use in Colleges and 
by all Students of History. By Emil Reich, Dr. Jor. 
Demy 8vo. Cloth, 2lS. (Inland Postage 64.) 
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History-eontinued. 
-- .see also Nos. " 3, 6,8,9, '5,4°,45,55, 56, 61, 65. 93, 

94. 112, II6, 128, 133.148, 149, 'SO-IS', 164. 167-170 , 

182, 202. 

Home Rule. 
73 -- COMMONSENSE OF HOME RULE. A Reply to Lord 

Hugb Cecil. By John M. Robertson, M.P. Crown 8vo. 
6d. (Inland Postage id.) 

74 -- HOME RULE PROBLEMS. A volume of Essays by 
various writers. Edited by Basil Williams. Demy 
8vo. IS. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

-- .see also Nos. 94-97A. 
74A-- Speda/ , • ..pp. List of PuOlz&ations /ost free on 

application. 
Housing. 

75 -- COTTAGES rOR RURAL LABOURERS. Issued by the 
Rural Housing Association. Royal 8vo. ¥. (Inland 
Postage Id.) 

76 -- LODGING-HouSE ACCOMMODATION FOR WOMEN. 
Report of the Proceedings of the National Conference 
on Lodging·house Accommodation for Women, held in 
the Guildhall, London, on May '7, '9". Under the 
Presidency of the Lord Mayor and the Duchess of Marl
borough. . Demy 8vo. 6ti. (Inland Postage Id.) 

77#-- WHERE SHALL SHE LIVE? The Homelessness of the 
Woman Worker. Written for the National Association 
for Women's Lodging Homes. By Mary Higgs and 
Edward E. Hayward, M.A. Crown 8vo. Cloth, os. 6d. 
Paper, IS. 6d. (Inland Postage Jd.) 

78 -- How TO START A WOMEN'S LODGING HOME. By 
Mary Higgs. Demy 8vo. 3d. Post free. 

79 -- THE HOUSING AND TOWN-PLANNING ACT, '9°9, AS IT 
AFFECTS RURAL D,STR,CTS. By Annette Cburton. 
Royal 8vo. .d. (Inland Postage Id.) 

80 -- PUBLIC HEALTH AND HOUSING. The Influence of 
the Dwelling upon Health in Relation to the Changing 
Style of Habitation. Being the Milroy Lectures de
livered before the Royal College of Physicians. Revised 
and Enlarged. By J. F. J. Sykes, M.D., B.Se. Crown 
8vo. Cloth, Diagrams, 5s. (Inland Postage 3d.) 
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Imperial Taxation. See Nos. 128, 171, '7>, 210. 
8, India OfHoe and Gonrnment of India. List 01 the 

more ;mp.,tant 01 lhest Publications lent, post Iree, on 
application. 

8. Industrial Conoiliation and Arbitration. By Douglas 
Knoop, M.A. With a Preface by ·Professor S. J. 
Chapman. Cloth, 3S. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

Industrial Conditions. See Nos. 14,61,68,187,250, "5" 
"5",253, 

Infantile Mortality. 
83 -.- INFANTILE MORTALITY AND INFANTS' MILK DEPOTS. 

By G. F. McCleary, M.D., D.P.H .• ,. llIustrated. Crown 
8vo. Cloth, 6s. (Inland Postage ¥.) 

84 -- REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF FiRST AND 
85 SECOND NATIONAl; CONFERENCES ON INFANTILE MOR· 

TALITY, held at Caxton Hall, Westminster, 1906 and 
1908. Demy 8vo. Limp cloth, IS. 6d. each. (Inland 
Postage 3d. each.) 

86 -- STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF INFANT MORTALITY, AND 
ITS CA"SES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. By Helen M. 
Blagg. Demy 8vo. IS. (IIIland Postage Id.) 

87 -- INFANT, PARENT, AND STATE: A Social Study and 
Review. By H. Llewellyn Heath, D.P.H. With a 
Preface by Professor G. Sims Woodhead, M.D. Crown 
8vo. Cloth, illustrated, 31. 6d. (Inland Postage ;vi.) 

Inslll'&lloe. 
88 -- EVERYBODy'S GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL INSURANCE 

ACT, '9II. By Thomas Smith, of the Inner Temple, 
Barrister·at·Law. Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage, 3d.) 

This work is so arranged that any PeJlIOD can at once tum up 
to the section wbich relates to him or her, and see exactly how 
their particular case i. affected. The tat of the Act and a 
complete index are given in the appendix. 

89 -- INSURANCE AGAINST UNEMPLOYMENT. By D. F. 
Schloss. Crown 8vo, cloth, 31. 6ti .. (Inland Poslage Jd.) 

90 -- UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. A Study of Schemes of 
Assisted Insurance. A record of research in the Depart
ment of Sociology in the University of London. By 
I. G. Gibbon. With a Preface by 1.. T. Hobhouse 
(Martin White, Professor of Sociology, University of 
London.) Demy 8vo. Cloth, 6.. (IDland Postage ¥.) 
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Insuranae--conlinued 

91 -- PUBLIC HEALTH AND NATIONAL INSURANCE. By H. 
Meredith Richards, M.D., Deputy·Chairman, Welsh In· 
surance Commission. Crown 8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage 
Id.) 

-- See als~ Nos. 6, 7. 

International AssOciation for Labour Legislation, See 
Nos. 98, 99. 

92 Inter-Racial Problems, Papers communicated to the 
First Universal Races Congress held at the University of 
London, July 26-29, 19I1. Edited for the Congress 
Executive by ,G. Spiller. In English and French. 
ENGLISH EDITION, 536 pp. Royal8vo. 7s.6d. (Inland 
Postage Sd.) . 

92A -- FRENCH' EDITION, .580 pp. Royal 8vo. 7s. 6d. 
(Foreign Postage, 9d.) 

93 -- REPORT OV PROCEEDINGS OF FIRST INTERNATIONAL 
RACES CONGRESS. Royal8vo. IS. (Inland Postage 2d.) 

Ireland', 

94 -- HISTORY OF THE COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL RI!LA' 
TIONS BETWEEN ENGLAND AND IRELAND. By Alice Effie 
Murray, D.Se. Preface by W. A. S. Hewins, M.A. (In 
the Series of the London School of Economics.) Demy 
8vo. Cloth, 3-". 6tI. (Inland Postage ¢.) 

95 '-- IRISH' NATIONAL FINANCE: PAST, PRESENT, AND 
FUTURE. Illustrated by 10 Coloured Diagram Tahles by 
E. A. Aston. Demy 4tO. IS.. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

96 -- PARAGUAY ON SHANNON: THE PRICE OF A POLITICAL 
PRIESTHOOD. By F. Hugh O'Donnell, M.A. Demy 8vo, 
cloth, 6s. (Inland Postage ¢.) 

97 -- THE PRICE OF HOME RULE. By L. Cope Comford: 
Crown 8vo. Cloth, IS. Paper, 6d. (Inland Postage Id.) 

-- See also Nos. 73, 74, 142 , I7S. 

-- Special I2 pp. Lisl of PubliealiOlIS, posl fre. 0" 
applimlion. 

** 
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Labour. 
98 -- INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR LABOUR LEGISLA

TION. NO.7. Report of the Sixth General Meeting of 
the Committee of the International Association for 
Labour Legislation held at Lugano, September .6th to 
28th, 1910; together with the Annual Reports of the 
International Association" and of the International 
Labour Office and Appendices. 4-", (Inland Postage Sd., 

99 -- INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. First Comparative 
Report on the Administration of Labour Laws; In
spection in Europe. Presented to the International 
Association, for Labour Legislation by the Bureau. 4-'. 
(Inland Postage 2d.) 

100 -- JUVENILE LABOUR EXCHANGES AND APTER-CARE. By 
Arthur Greenwood, Head of the Ecotl'omics Depart
ment, Huddersfield Tecbnical College. With an Intro· 
duction by Sidney Webb, LL.B. Demy 8vo. IS. 
(Inland Postage 2d.) 

Labour Colonies. See Nos. 231-238, '46. 
101 Labour Exchange. LABOUR EXCHANGE IN RELATION TO 

Boy AND GIRL LABOUR. By Frederick Keeling. Demy 
8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage I 1d.) 

-- See also No. 100. 
10;A Labour Party under a Searchlight. WHEN IT WAS 

CREATED; WHY IT WAS CREATED; WHO. CREATED IT. 
A definition of circumstantial evidence. By G. S. Pen· 
fold. Crown 8vo. 3d. (Inland Postage 1d.) 

Land. 
10' -- DISTRIBUTION OF LAND. By the Hon. Rollo Russell. 

Demy 8vo. 3d. (Inland Postage .d.) 
103 -- LAND VALUES, RATING OF. Notes on the Proposal 

to levy Rates in respect of Site Values. By Arthur 
Wilson Fox, C.B. Second edition. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 
SS· 6d. (Inland Postage sd.) 

-- See also No. 63. 
Legislation. See No. 61,79,88-91, lo4-1II, 135-137. 

104 Liberalism, Crisis of. New Issues of Democracy. By 
J. A. Hobsnn. Demy 8vo. Ooth, 6s. (Inland' 
Postage 4<1.) 
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Lioenaing. see Nos. 54. 212-222, "SI. 
105 Light R&ilwaya Procedure: Reports and Preoedenta. 

Vol I. By J. Stewart Oxley, M.A., of the Inner Temple, 
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8yo. Cloth, 480 pages. III. 
(Inland Postage Sd.),. . 

106 -"- VOL II.- By J. Stewait Oxley, M.A., assisted by 
S. W. P. Beale, Barrister-at·Law. Demy IIvo. I 21S. 
(In\and Postage Sd.)' . 

LiYing-iD System. Se. No. IB7. 
Looal Gonrnment. 

107 -- PROBLEMS OF LocAL GoVERNMENT. By G. Montagu 
Harris, M.A., Barrister-at-Law; Secretary to the County 
Councils' Association of England and Wales. Demy 
8vo. Cloth. lOS. 6d: (Inland Postage 5d,) 

108 __ URBAN DISTRICT CouNciLS: How They Work and 
, How to Work Them. By J. M. McLachlan, Chairman 

Levenshulme Urban District Council, 1908-9- Crown 
8vo •. II. (lriland Postage 3d.) 

109 -- WHAT COUNTY COUNCILS CAN DO FOR THE PEOPLE. 
By W. Thompson. Demy 8yo; paper, 6d; cloth, IS, 
(Inland Postage Id.) 

-- See tJiso Nos. 40, 69-71, 75-80, IID-II2, "9, 120, 
123, 127, 128, 144-162,210, :126, 1231-246. 

Looal Taxation. 
110 -- LocAL TAXATION IN LoNOON. By M. E. Lange. 

With a Preface by Lord Welby. Demy Bvo. II. (Inland 
Postage rid.) 

-- See also Nos. 128, '71, i72, 210. 

London. 
I II -- TRIBUNAL OF APPEAL UNDER THE LoNDON BUILDING 

Aer. A Manual for AppeIlants. By Charles H. Love. 
Demy 8vo. Cloth, '3$. 6d. (lnland Postage Jd.) 

IIIA-' - LoNDON COUNTY COUNCIL. Messrs. P. S. King & Son 
are the publishers appointed for tbe sale of the reports 
and publications . of' the London County CounciL 
Special Cata/Qgue, tura"g.d ""'"' su"feds, post free _ 
application. 
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London-~ontinued. 

II. --- LONDON MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT. The History of a 
Great Reform, 1880-1888. By John Lloyd, Hon. Secre· 
tary and Secretary of the Municipal Reform League. 
Large quarto, 7' pp., • I illustrations, handsomely bound 
in half blue calf. Special edition limited to .00 copies. 
Price £,1 IS. (Inland Postage 44'.) 

II3 -- MECHANISM' OF THE CITY. An Analytical Survey 01 
the Business Activities of the City of London. By Ellis 
T. Powel~ LL.B. (Lond.), B.Sc., of the Inner Temple, 
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 3S. 6d. (Inland Postage 
3d.) 

II4 -- LoNDON PRIDE AND LoNDON SHAME. By L. Cope 
Cornford. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 6s; Paper, IS. (Inland 
Postage 3d.) 

London School of Economics. &e Nos. " 8; 40, 55, 
60, 61, 65, 94, 128, '33, 134, 18., '01, •• 8, '39· 

Lords, House of. 
lIS -- HOUSE OF LoRDS AND TAXATION. By Ernest E. 

Williams. Demy 8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage id.) 
II 6 -- THE LoRDS. Tbeir History and Powers, with Special 

Reference to Money Bills and the Veto. By Adrian 
Wontner, of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at·Law. Crown 8vo. 
IS. (Inland Postage .d.) 

117 -- SECOND CHAMBERS IN PRACTICE. Modern Legislative 
Systems considered in relation to Representative Govern
ment, the Party System, and the Referendum. Being. 
the Papers of the Rainbow Circle, Session 1910-11. 
Demy 8vo. Cloth, 3'. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

-- &e also 199. 
118 Machine Drawing. A Text-book for Students preparing 

for Science Examinations in Tecbnical and Evening 
Schools. By Alf. P. Hill. Demy 4to. Limp cloth, 
.s. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

-19 Manohester RiYers Department. The Treatment and 
Disposal of the Sewage of the City of Mancbester. 
Annual Report of the Rivers Department for the year 
1910-11. With numerous Plans and Diagrams. Price 
2S. 6d. (Inland Postage 44'.) 
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120 Medioal Emmination of Sohoola and SchoIars. A 
Manual COl School Doctors and Educationalists.· A 
Symposium of Experts. Edited by T. N. Kelynack, 
M.D. With a Preface by Sir Lauder Brunton, Bart., 
M.D. Demy 8vo. Cloth, lOS. 6d. (Inland Postage 6d.) 

121 Medical Revolution. A Plea for National Preservation of 
Healtb, based upon the Natural Interpretation of Disease. 
By Sydney W. MacIlwaine, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. (Ret.). 
Crown 8vo. os. 64. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

IIIilk. 
12' -- PRODUCTION OF PURR MILIt. An Account of the 

Methods employed at the Infants' Hospital Farm: By 
Ralph VlDcent, M.D., Senior Physician and Director of 
the R:esearch Laboratory, Infant's Hospital, London. 
A lecture delivered in the Lecture Theatre of the 
Hospital. Demy 8vo. lllustrated. 6d. (Inland Postage 
Id.) 

-- See alsD Nos. 83-87. 
123 Minorities, Rights of. By George J ellinek, late Professor 

of Law in the University of -Heidelberg. Translated 
from the German by A. M. Baty and T. Baty, late Fellow 
of University College, Oxford, D.C.lh, LL.D. Demy 8vo. 
IS. (Inland Postage Id.) 

Money, 
124 -- A CoRNER IN GoLD AND OUR MONEY LAws. An 

Argument against the Main Defects of our Money 
System. With a reprint of the speeches of the Right 
Hon. Sir Robert Peel, Bart., in the HOl!se of Commons, 
1844. on the Renewal of the Bank Charter and the 
State of the Law affecting Currency and Banking. 
Crown 8vo. Cloth, os. 6d. (Inland Postage 311.) 

125 -- .THE RISE OF THE LoNDON MONEY MARKET, ,640-
1826. By W. Roosegaarde Bisschop, LL.D. With an 
Introduction by Prof. H. S. Foxwell, M.A. Crown 8vo. 
51. (Inland Postage 311.) 

Mothers' Unions. See Nos. 13, 83-87, 122. 
126 Motor Traction. THE LoCOMOTION PROBLEM. By Charles 

Bright, F.R.S.E., M.I.E.E. Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland 
Postage lid.) 
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I 
127 Munioipal Manual: A Description of the Constitution 

and Functions of Urban Local Authorities. By A. E. 
Lauder. Crown 8vo, 3S. 6d. (Inland Post.ge 4'1.) 

Munioipal. See Nos. 40, 54, 56, 57, 58, 60, 6., 61)-71, 
75-80, 83-87, 100, lor, 105-112, 128, 18'-186, 210, 
225, •• 6, '31-'41. 

128 Rational ~and Loaal Finanoe. A Review of the 
Relations between the Central and Local Authorities in 
England, France, Belgium, and Prussia during the 
Nineteenth Century. By J. Watson Grice, D.Sc. With 
a preface by Sidney Webb, LL.B. (In the Series of 
the London School of Economics.) Demy 8vo. Cloth, 
lOS. "1' (Inland !:'ostage Sa.) 

Rational Defence. See No. '129,248. 

Rational Insuranoe Act. See Nos. 88-91, I21. 

Rational Lea.gue for Physioal Eduoation and 1m-
pronment. See Nos. 69, 70, 165. 

Rationalisation of Railways. See Nos. 173-175, ISO. 

RayY. 

129 -- THE BETRAYAL: Being a Record of Facts concerning 
Naval Policy and Administration from the year '90' to 
the present time. By Admiral Lord Charles Beresford, 
M.P. Crown Svo. '1. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) . 

-' - See also Nos. 50-5." 

"30 Rewmra. A Socialist Romance, with a Chapter on Vac· 
C cination. By EDWARD G. HERBERT, B.Sc. Demy Svo. 

61. net. (Inland Postage JII.) 
'31 -- Cheap Edition, IS. net. (Inland Postage JII.) 
13' Opium: International· Opium Commission, Shanghai, 

February, 1909. Complete Official Report of Proceed· 
ings and Reports of Delegations. . In 2 Vols. Volume I. 
-Report and Minutes of Proceedings. Volume II.-. 
R<;ports of Delegations. )f'cap. folio. . About 500 pp. 
Pnce 'os. (Inland Postage M.l 
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Paleography. 
133 -- PIPE ROLL .OF THE BISHOPRIC OF WiNCHESTER. 

From the Fourth Year of " the Episcopate of Peter des 
Roches, A.D. 1%07-1%08. By the ClasS' in Paleography 
at the London School of Economics, nnder the super
vision of Hnbert Hall, F.S.A. (In the Series of the" 
London School of Economics.) Fcap folio, .151. (Inland 
Postage 5'1.) 

134 Panama Canal. From the Point of View oC International 
Low. By Harmodio Arias, B.A., LL.B., sometime Ex
hibitioner and Prizeman of St. John'S College, Cambridge, 
Quain's Prizeman in International Low, University of 
London. Demy 8vo. Ooth, 101. '1>4. (Inland Postage .¢.l 

Parliamentary Paper&. " 
135 -- CATALOGUE OF PAR.uAKENTAllY PAPERS, 1801-1900. 

A Subject Catalogue of the principal Reports and Papers 
publisbed during the nineteenth century-also a few of 
earlier date-with prices, and in most cases analyses of 
contents. Printed with wide margins for convenience of 
librarians and others wishing to make notes, shelf, or 
,..,rerence numbers, &e. Medium 4to. Full buckram, 
71. M. (Inland Postage M.l 

136 -- A DECENNIAL SUPPLEMENT to the above, 1901 to 
1910. Medium 4to. Full Buckram, 51. (Inland 
Postage, .¢.) 

137 -- ANNUAL AND MONTHLY CATALOGUES OF PARLIA
MENTARY PAPERS. POll free 0fI application. 

Peace. .see Nos. 50, 5 I, 52, 92, 93, 248. 
138 People's Banks: A Record of Social and Economic 

Success. By H. W. Wolff, author of .. ClHlperative 
Banking, n "Agricultural Banks,' &c. Third Edition, 
Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 600 pages. 
61. (Inland Postage M.) 

-- .see also Nos. 46, 47, 48, 247. 
Philanthropy. 

139 -- HISTORY OF ENGLISH PHILANTHROPY, from the Dis
solution of the Monasteries to the taking of the First 
Census. By B. Kirkman Gray. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 
71. 6d. (Inland Postage .¢.) 
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Philanthropy-continued. 
140 -- PHILANTHROPY AND THE STATE; OR SOCIAL POLITICS. 

By B. Kirkman Gray. Edited by Eleanor Kirkman 
Gray and B. L. Hutchins. A companion volume to 
"History of English Philanthropy," by the same author. 
Demy 8vo. Cloth, 71. 6d. (Inland Postage 4d.) 

141 Physical Condition of School Children. Report on 
the Physical Condition of 1,400 School Children in 
the City of Edinburgh, together with some Account of 
their Homes and Surroundings. Prepared by a Com
mittee of Edinburgh Citizens, and published for the 
Edinburgh Charity Organisation Society. Royal4to. 51. 
(Inland Postage, 5d.) 

Political Economy. See Nos. [-4'" 49'" 64, 163, [64, 
203-210. 

[4. Political Priests and Irish Ruin. By F. H. O'Donnell, 
M.A., author of " A History of the Irish Parliamentary 
Party." A Second Edition, revised and brought up to 
date, of the author's previous work "Paraguay on 
Shannon." Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

[43 Politioal Socialism: A Remonstrance. A Collection of 
Papers by Members of the British Constitution Asso
ciation, with Presidential Addresses by Lord Balfour 
of Burleigh and Lord Hugh Cecil. Edited by Mark H. 
Judge. Crown 8vo. Paper boards, IS. net; cloth, 
IS. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

Poor Law. 
144 -- POOR LAw. Administrative Reform and the Loca1 

Government Board. By J. Theodore Dodd, M.A. 
Crown 8vo. . IS. 6d. net. (Inland Postage .d.) 

145 -- COUNTY COUNCILS' ASSOCIATION'S PROPOSALS FOR 
POOR LAW ADMINISTRATION, after consideration of 
Majority and Minority Reports. Containing also views 
of Royal Commissioners on the Scheme. Demy 8vo. IS. 
(Inland Postage .d.) 

146 -- DESTITUTION AND SUGGESTED REMEDIES. No. i of a 
Series of Manuals edited by The Catholic Social Guild. 
With Preface by the Right Rev. Mgr. Parkinson, D.O., 
President of Oscott College, Birmingham. Demy 
8vo. 64, (Inland Postage Ild.) 
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Poor Law---.:onfj"ued. 
147 -- DESTITUTION CoNFERENCE: Report of the Pro

ceedings of the National Conference on the Prevention 
of Destitution, held in Westminster, 1911. In one 
volume. 8:1'0. lOS. 6d. (Inland Postage Sd.) . 

The Conference was divided into FIVE SECTIONS, and 
Reports of the Proceedings can be obtained separately, 
price os. 6d. each. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

r411 -- THE ENGLlSH POOR LAWS: their History, Principles, 
and Administration.. Three Lectures delivered at the 
Women's University Settlement, Southwark. By Sophia 
Lonsdale. Third and revised edition, Crown 8vo. u. 
(Inland Postage 2d.) 

r49 -- THE DANISH POOR RELlEr SYSTEM: an Example for 
England. By Edith Sellers. An account of the Poor 
Relief System as practised in Denmark, which is generally 
considered to he a model of its kind. Crown 8vo. 
Limp cloth, os. Unland Postage .d.) 

rso -- HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH POOR LAW, 924-1853, 
. In connection with the legislation and other circum

stznces affecting the condition of the people. By Sir 
George Nicholls, K.C.B. Revised edition, with a Bio
graphy and Portrait of the Author. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 
Cloth, lOS. 6d. net. (Inland Postage 7d.) 

rSI -- VOL 3: r834-I898 by Thomas Mackay. Demy 8vo. 
7s. 6d. net. (Inland Postage 6d.) 

152 -- Tile sel of 3 Vols, rs', (Inland Postage Iod.) 

153 -- MEMORANnUM ON THE REPORTs OF THE ROYAL 
COMMISSION ON THE POOR LAWS. By Sir Asthur Downes, 
of the Local Government Board. Demy 8vo. .d. 
(Inland Postage ,d.) 

rS4 -- MEMORANDUM ON THE REPORTS OF THE ROYAL 
COMMISSION ON THE POOR LAWS. By Octavia Hill. 
rd. 7s. 6d. per 100 copies. (Inland Postage id.) 

ISS -- MINORITY REPORT: A Criticism. A Summary of 
which appeared in the Times of June 19, I9ro. Demy 
8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage rd.) 
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POOl' Law-eonlinued. 
156 -- OUR TREATMENT OF THE POOR. By Sir William 

Chance, Bart., M.A. Crown Bvo. Cloth, os. 6d. (Inland 
Postage 3d.) 

157 -.- THE POOR AND THEIR .RIGHTS. How to Obtain 
them Under Existing Legislation. By J. Theodore Dodd, 
M.A., Guardian and Councillor for the City of Oxford •. 
Demy Bvo. 6d. (Inland Postage ,d.) 

ISB -- POOR LAW REFORM, vill TERTIA. The Case for the 
Guardians. By Sir William Cbance, Bart., M.A. 
Crown Bvo. Paper, IS. Clotb, IS. 6d. (Inland Post
age 3d.) 

'59 -- THE STARTING POINT OF POOR LAW REFORM. The 
Principles in Common, and at issue, in the Reports of 
tbe Poor Law Commission. By John H. Muirbead, 
M.A., LL.D. Witb an Introduction by Sir Oliver Lodge, 
LL.D., F.R.S. Second Edition. Demy Bvo. Clotb 
back, 2S. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

159A-- Special Edition in paper covers for sale in quantities 
of not less than 50 at 6d. each. 

160 -- POOR LAW CONFERENCES: Annual Bound Volumes of 
Reports of tbe Poor Law Conferences from 1897 to 
191O-1I. Price us. each. (Inland Postage 5d.) 

. ,6, -- POOR LAw ORDERS. Arranged and Annotated by 
H. Jenner-Fust, M.A., J.P. Second edition. Royal 

. Bvo. 42S. net. (Inland Postage 6d.) 

162 -- POOR LAW ORDERS (Supplement to). The Relief 
Regulation Order, '9", and the Boarding-Out Order, 
'9", with other Orders relating to the Administration of 
Relief, together with Introduction, Notes, and Explana
tions. Being a supplement to the above volume issued 
in '907. By Herbert Jenner-Fus!, M.A., J.P ~ late a 
General Inspector of the Local Government Board. 
Royal 8vo. 5s. (Inland Postage ¢.) 

-- See also Nos. 23'-240, 242- 246• 
163 Prices. Course of Average Prices of General Commodi

ties, IB20-1907. Compiled by Augustus Sauerbeck, 
F.S.S. Royal 4to. With folding Diagram. IS. (Inland 
Postage Id.) 
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Printing Trades. See No, 252. 

Priz8, Lawof. See Nos .. 50,51,52. 

164 Produotion and Distribution. A History of the' 
Theories of Production and Distribution in English 
Political Economy from 1776-1848. By Edwin Cannan, 
M.A., LL.D. Second edition. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 
lOS. 6d. (Inland Postage 5d.) , 

Progress=- Civic, SocIal, and Industrial The Quarterly 
Magazine of the British Institute of Social Service. 6d. 
(Inland Postage 2d.) Annual Subscription, 2S. 6d. 
post free. 

Contains the Official Record of the' National Lea~ue for 
Physical Educa~ion and Improvement, and information re-
garding Foreign Social Activities. " 

A full list of all Poblications on Social Topics) including 
Articles in Periodicals during the preceding quarter, forms 
an invaluable feature of eacb issue. 

166 -- SUBJECT INDEX FOB. FIVE YEARS. R,oyal 8vo. 6 ... 
(Inland Postage ttl.) 

Protection. 
167 -- PROTECTION IN CANADA AND AUSTRALASIA. By C. H. 

Chomley, B.A., LL.B.' Crown 8vo. Cloth, 3" 6d. 
(Inland Postage 3d.) 

168 --' PROTECTION IN FRANCE, By H. O. Meredith, M.A. 
Crown 8vo. Cloth, 3S. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

169 -- PROTECTION IN GERMANV. A History of Germ;m 
Fiscal Policy during the Nineteenth Century. By 
William Harbutt Dawson. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 3s. 6d. 
(Inland Postage 3d.) 

170 -- PROTECTION IN THE UNITED STATES. A Study of 
the origin and growth of the American Tariff System 
and its social and economic inftuences. By A. Maurice 
Low. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 3s.6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

-- See also Nos. 17, 36, 64, 198, '03-209. 

Publio Finanoe. 
171 -- NATIONAL MILLSTONE AND ITS REMOVAL' A Plea 

.for Sound Finance. Br A. W. Ald,erson. Demy 8vo. 
6d. Unland Postage id.), , ' , • 
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Publio Financ8-&ontinued, 
-- THE KING'S REVENUE. An account of the Revenue 

and Taxes raised in the United Kingdom, with a short 
history of each Tax and Branch of the Revenue. By 
W. M. J. Williams. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 6s. (Inland 
Postage 4d.) 

Publio Health. See Nos. 69-71, 75-80, 83-87,91,120, 
122. 

Racial Questions. See Nos. 92, 188, '97. 
Railways. 

'73 -- GERMAN fl. BRITISH RAILWAYS: With Special Refer
ence to Owner's Risk and Traders' Claims. By Edwin 
A. Pratt, Author of .. Railways and Nationalisation," 
'907. Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage 'id.) 

'74 -- STATE RA,LWAYS: Object Lessons from other Lands. 
By Edwin A. Pratt, Author of "Railways and Nationali
sation," 1907. Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage .d.) 

'75 -- IRISH RAILWAYS AND THEIR NATIONALISATION. By 
Edwin A. Pratt, Author of "Railways and Nationalisa
tion." Demy 8vo. 6d. (Inland Postage Id.) 

'76 -- THE RA,LWAY CLERK'S ASSISTANT. By Geo. B. 
Lissenden. Crown 8yo. IS. 6d. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

'77 -- THE RAILWAY TRADER'S GUIDE, to Forwarding, 
Receiving, Railway Charges, and aU other Matters 
incidental to Transactions with the Railway Companies. 
By Geo. B. Lissenden. Royal 8yo. Cloth. '50 pp., 
including 48 pp. of Ready Reckoner, in addition to 
other tables and specimen forms. 7s. 6d. (Inland 
Postage 5d.) 

178 -- MONTHLY BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL RAIL
WAY CONGRESS ASSOCIATION (English edition). Illus
trated. Single numbers vary in price from .s. to 6s. 
each . 

. '79 -- Subscription for I2 months, January-December only. 
'41· 

,8o -- RAILWAYS AND NATIONALISATION. By Edwin A. 
Pratt. Crown 8yo. Cloth, .s. 6d. (Inland Postage 4d.) 
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BallwaJll--<lHlli-e.i. 
181 -- THE SAnTY OF BJUTISII RAILWAYS; or Railway 

Accidents, how caused, and how prevented. By H. 
- Raynar WiJson. Crown 8vo. C1oth, y. 6d. (Inland 

Postage 3d.) -

-- See ais" Nos. 105, 106. 

Bates. 
18. -- HISTORY or Loc;AL RATJIS IN ENGLAHD. In relation 

to the proper distribution or the burden or laxatiOn. 
By Edwin Cannan, M.A., Professor or Political Economy 
in the University or London. Second Edition. Crown 
8vo. Ooth, y. 64. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

183 -- RATES: Being the Revenne and Expenditure or 
Boroughs and Urban District Conncils or 10,000 or 
more inhabitants (England and Wales) anaIysed and 
compared. By C. Ashmore Baker, A.M.I.E.E. Fcap 
folio. Paper boards, 2.<.64. (Inland Postage ;vL) 

184 --- RATING AND AssEsSMEHT nr LoNDON. Quinquennial 
. Valuation, 1910. A Guide for Officials and Ratepayers. 

witb infOl'lnation as to the Principles npon which the 
Valuation is made, and as to how the Valuation is 
tested and in a Proper Case reduced or otherwise adjnsted. 
By Edwin Austin, or Gray's Ino, Barrister-at.Law. 
Crown 8vo. Cloth, 2S. Paper, IS. (Inland Postage 
• .i.) -

-- See alS8 Nos. 107-110, 127. 128, 210. 

Bating of Land Yalues. See Nos. 63> 102, 103. 

Referendum. See Nos. 104. 116, 201. 

Repreeentauon. See No. 123. 

Rural Districts. See Nos. I-4<\, 71. 790 80, 189-191. 198 • 
• 8s Sanitary Inspector's Guide. A Practical Treatise on 

the Public Hcalth Act, 187 S. and the Public Health 
Acts Amendment Act, 189D, so far as they affect the 
Inspector of Nuisances. By H. Lemmoin-Cannon. 
Crown 8vo. Ooth, y. 6.i. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

San Thome and Principe. See No. 188. 
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Schools for Mothers. See No. 69. 
Schools, Medical Inspeation of. .see N o. I%O~ 
Second Chambers. See Nos. 104, "5-117, '99. 
Sewage Dispoilal. .see ·No. "9' 

,86 Sewage Works Analyses. By Gilbert J. Fowler, F.I.C. 
Cloth, illustrated. (New edition in preparation.) . 

Shop A.ssistants. . 
187 -- SHOP SLAVERY AND EMANCIPATION. A Revolutionary 

Appeal to the Educated Young ~en of the Middle 
. Classes. By William Paine. With an Introduction by 

. H. G. Wells. Crown 8vo. Cloth, .s.; paper, IS. 

(Inland Postage .d.) 
Site Values. See Nos. 6J, 10', 10J. 
Slavery. 

188 -- SLAVE TRAFFIC IN PORTUGUESE AFRICA. An Account 
of Slavery and Slave Trading in Angola and of Slavery 
in the Islands of San Thome and Principe. By H. R. 
Fox-Bourne. Demy 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage Id.) 

Small Holdings. . 
189 SMALL HOLDERS: What they must do ·to succeed. With 

a chapter on the revival of country life. By Edwin A. 
Pratt. Crown 8vo. Cloth back, IS. (Inland Postage 
3d.) 

190 -- SMALL HOLDINGS CONTROVERSY. Ownership fl. 

Tenancy. By Mrs. Roland Wilkins (L. Jebb). With 
a Prefatory Letter by the Marquis of Lincolnshire. 
Demy 8vo. 2d. (Inland Postage id.) 

191 -- RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND SMALL HOLDINGS. Official 
Report of the Proceedings of the N ationa! Congress held 
at the Crystal Palace in connection with the Festival 
of Empire, October ,8-'0, '9". With an Address by 
the Marquis of Lincolnshire, K.G., P.C., ex-President of 
the Board of Agriculture. Crown 8vo. 2S. net. (Inland 
Postage, Jd.) 

-- See also Nos. 1-4-'. 109_ 
192 Social Democracy, New. A Study for the Times. By 

J. H. Harley, M.A., late Scholar of Mansfield College, 
Oxford; Vice-President of !he National Union of Jour
nalists. Deroy 8vo. Cloth, 6s. (Inland Postage 44.) 
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Socialism. Sa Nos. 65, 104, 130, 131, 143.· 
193 Spenll8r. . Herbert Spenc';" Refutes recent Misrepresenta

tions.· Professor Bourne's defamatory attacks met by 
exeerpts culled from the Philosopher's works; By Alfred 
W. Tillett. Crown 8vo. 611. (Inland Postage id.) 

S~~. . . 
194 -- THE PROVINCE or TuE STATE. By Sir Roland K. 

Wilson, B~rt; Au$or of .. A Short History of Modern 
English 'Law," &c., 1911. Demy 8vo. Cloth, 7s. M. 
(Inland Postage ~) 

.-. -.- STATE RAILWAVS. "See N'os. 173, 114, r80. 
S~tiBtioB. • 

195 -- AN ELEMENTARY MANUAL OF STATISTICS. By Arthur 
L. Bowley, M.A., F.S.S., Reader in Statistics in the 
University of London. 'Author of " Elements of 

. Statistics," &c.- Demy 8vo. Cloth; 5s. (Inland Pos
tage 4f/.) 

;96 -- ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS. A Text Book for the 
use of students, actuaries, ban1!;ers, &c. By' A. L. 
Bowley, M.A. Third and revised edition. (In the 
Series of the London School of Economics.) Demy 
8vo. Cloth. Numerous Diagrams. lOS. 611. (Inland 
Postage 511.) • 

197 Subjeot Races, Nationalities and. Report. of Con
ferenee held in CaxtOD Hall, Westminster, June 28-30, 
1910. Demy 8vo. Cloth; JS.611. (Inland Postage 4f/.) 

-- Sa alsD No. 92. 
198 Sugar Convention, 1903--1910, Seven YeaPB of the. 

A Vindication of Mr. Chamberlain's Imperial and 
Commercial Policy. By Ralph T. Hinckes, M.A. 
Crown 8vo. Jd. (Inland Postage id.) 

199 Supreme Sena~ and a Strong Empire, A. By R. V. 
Wynne. Fcap 8vo. 611. (Inland Postage id.) 

Sweating System. 
200 -- SWEATED LABOUR AND THE TRADE BOARDS ACT. 

Edited by the Rev. Thomas Wright, President of the 
Hull Branch of tlje Catholic Social Guild No. II. of 

. a Series of Manuals Edited by the Catholic Social Guild. 
Demy 8vo. 611. (Inland Postage Ifll.) , 
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20r Switzerland, Referendum in. ·By M. Simon Deploige. 
With a letter on the Referendum in Belgium by M. J. 
van den Heuvel. Translated by C. P. Trevelyan, M.P., 
and edited with notes, introduction, bibliography and 
appendices by Lilian Tomn. (In the Series of the 
London School of Economics.) .Crown 8vo. Cloth, 
7s. 6d. (Inland Postage 4d.) 

'0' Tammany Hall, History of. By Gustavus Myers. 
Crown 8vo. Cloth, 7s. 6d. (Inland Postage ¥.) 

Tariffs, and Tariff Reform . 
• 03 ~ THE MANUFACTURER AND THE STATE. An Address 

by H. Hirst, M.I.E.E. Demy 8vo. 6d. (Inland 
Postage rd.) . 

• 04 -- IDEAL TARIFF AND THE CONSTITUTION. By R. V. 
Wynne.. F'cap 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage rld.) 

.05 -- THE MEANING OF TARIFF REFORM. By Stephen 
Walter, M.A. (Oxon.), of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at·Law. 
Crown 8vo. IS. (Inland Postage .d.) 

.05A-- FISCAL FALLACIES: A Comparison with Germany. 
By Congreve Jackson. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 
3d. (Inland Postage rd.) 

.06 -- THE REAL CASE FOR TARIFF REFORM. Employment 
and Wages - How Free Trade "B\acklegs" Home 
Labour-Facts for Workmen by a Workman (T. Good). 
With a Preface by the Rt. Hon. J. Austen Chamberlain, 
M.P. Demy 8vo. 611. (Inland Postage Id.) 

-- STATISTICAL STUDIES RELATING TO NATIONAL PRO
GRESS IN WEALTH AND TRADE SINCE ,88.: A plea for 
further inquiry. By Arthur L. Bowley, M.A. Crown 8vo • 
• s. (Inland Postage .d.) 

.08 -- TARIFF COMMISSION REFORT. List o/t1ze flO/umes 
containing Report and Summary of Evidence, Evidence 
of Witnesses, Replies to Forms, Tables, and Diagrams 
Dealing with Iron, Steel, Textile, Agriculture, Engi
neering, Pottery, Glass, Sugar aDd CoDfectionefY' PlJst 
free on appliaJlioll. 
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Tariffs, and Tariff Reform-amti,.""d. 
209 -- THE TARIFF PROBLEM. By Professor W. J. Ashley, 

of the University, Birmingham. Third Edition. Crown 
Svo. Cloth, y. 6d.. (Inland Postage 3d.) 

--" See Nos. [7, "n, 36,64. [67-[70, 19S. 

Taxation. 

2[0 -- TAXATION AND LocAL GoVERNMENT. By J. C. 
Graham. Fourth Edition, revised and brougbt up-to
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